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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
I would like to dedicated the ACS Magazine May/June 2016 issue in memory of an 
extraordinary person, musician, performer and composer Prince. Prince has left us 
a legacy that will live on forever. As a tribute here are the lyrics to one of my favor-
ites! 

Purple Rain
Prince, The Revolution

I never meant to cause you any sorrow
I never meant to cause you any pain

I only wanted one time to see you laughing
I only want to see you laughing in the purple rain

Purple rain Purple rain
Purple rain Purple rain
Purple rain Purple rain

I only want to see you bathing in the purple rain

I never wanted to be your weekend lover
I only wanted to be some kind of friend

Baby I could never steal you from another
It's such a shame our friendship had to end

Purple rain Purple rain
Purple rain Purple rain
Purple rain Purple rain

I only want to see you underneath the purple rain

Honey I know, I know, I know times are changing
It's time we all reach out for something new

That means you too
You say you want a leader

But you can't seem to make up your mind
I think you better close it

And let me guide you to the purple rain

Purple rain Purple rain
Purple rain Purple rain

If you know what I'm singing about up here
C'mon raise your hand

Purple rain Purple rain

I only want to see you, only want to see you
In the purple rain

Watch Prince sing Purple rain (Live 2007)

In memory of Prince by Rahmaan Statik spray paint on brick 
wall 12x16 ft; 80th south. (view ACS Magazine back cover)

Renée LaVerné Rose
 Publisher & Editor-in-Chief  
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Jill McLean Pages 28-35 
Chicago, IL  

photographs by Cathy Spitzer

Mandy Cano Villalobos Pages 234-247
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Noor Blazekovic Pages 146-165
Miami, Florida  

photograph by Natasha Kertes

Enrico Magnani  Pages 64-75
 Italy

photograph by Kerstin Petrick

Romana Brunnauer  Pages 210-221
Saltzburg, Germany

Anca Negescu, Bucharest Romania  Pages 80-91
photograph by Miluță Flueraș

Liz Mares Pages 190-197
Chicago, IL

photograph by Melissa Washburn

Roberto Alborghetti
ACS Italy Correspondent 

Pages 198-209
Pages 222-231

C  O  N  T  E  N  T  S
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Ferdeick Douglass by Rahmaan "Statik"
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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Julia Haw  Pages 130-145
Chicago, IL

photograph by Chris Nightengale

Luis Martin Pages 126-129
ACS New York Correspondent

Rahmaan "Statik"  Pages 112-125 
& back cover

Chicago, IL

Francesca Dalla Benetta  Pages 96-109
Mexico City

C  O  N  T  E  N  T  S

ART CIRCLES  PAGES 42-59
Same Difference by Lisa Goesling
Art NXT Level Projects/
33 Contemporary

ART CIRCLES - PAGES 166-187
Freak Out 
curated by Didi Menendez & Sergio Gomez
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Gallery
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Graehound  Page 256
Bloomington, IL

Photograph by Ross Haley

Cindy Lesperance  Page 255
Lakemoor, IL

Randal Stringer  Pages 262-269
Suburbs of Chicago, IL
photograph by Karen Stringer

Carol Hamilton Page 253
Woodstock, IL

photographs by Heidi Allen

Kathleen Isaccon  Pages 251, 252 & 259
Crystal Lake, IL

photographs by Heidi Allen

Joe Isacson Pages 250, 252 & 258 
Crystal Lake, IL

photographs by Heidi Allen

Carrie Baxter  Page 254
Freeport, IL

Jeffrey Sevener Page 257
Crystal Lake, IL

photographs by Heidi Allen

C  O  N  T  E  N  T  S
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Street Talk: Artists' Challenges and Barriers

Jaime Foster 
“I think the biggest barrier for me at times has 
just been financially. But I do my best to promote 
and network and make connections which al-
ways leads to open doors and new opportuni-
ties. Usually the moment I start worries about 
finances, I sell a painting. Hard work and net-
working pays off every time.”

www. http://boojazz.com/jaimeart

Candace Wark (left) and Shirley Nannini (right)

"For over twenty-five years, Candace Wark has been a Mechanical and Aerospace engi-
neering professor at Illinois Institute of Technology specializing in the field of aerodynamics 
and utilizing photography in her research.  Shirley Nannini worked as a high school teach-
er, coach, and administrator at Evanston Township High School for over thirty years and 
recently reinvented herself by actively pursuing her passion for photography.  A significant 
challenge in pursuing a new career was developing a new skill set and “street cred”.  We hit 
the ground running and the photography was the least of our problems.  We had so many 
questions about how to navigate the art world and we didn’t have answers.  The problem 
was compounded by the fact that we had no contacts in the art world and no one to kick 
problems around with.  Fortunately, we live in this wonderful information age and were able 
to stay a half step ahead of our next challenge.  Experience is a wonderful teacher but in the 
last 4 years we have also gotten to know many wonderful artists who have given so gener-
ously of their time and their knowledge. "

windflowphotography.com 

Jessica Kronika 
"I chose to accept that the gamble in my 
life is my career. That means that the chal-
lenge is facing each bout of Feast or Fam-
ine based on its unique feats of acceptance 
and response. I am an artist, embracing all 
aspects of art making that I am privileged to 
learn and applying them as need arises."

www.flyngypsyarts.wordpress.com 
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ART LOVERS 
ARE YOU READY FOR A 
VERY SPECIAL TREAT?

;
ONE THAT WILL 

LEAVE YOU SAYING
 "I WAS THERE!"

SAVE THE DATE 
August 19, 2016

SERGIO GOMEZ 
SOLO EXHIBITION 

Zhou B Art Center
2nd Floor Gallery

Be there! 
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Rick Donagrandi 

"The biggest challenge for me has always been myself... overcoming my insecurities and introvert-
ed-tendencies... Next, (and the following list will probably sound more like whining than anything 
else, which is why I say I am my biggest challenge) the fact that I am a painter and not what the 
current MCA and other influential curators want to see as "the next big thing". I generally refute "con-
ceptualism"... Next, the fact that I received my degree from a State school from another State (MI) 
and not the SAIC, and I never pursued a career in New York City or abroad. I generally don't enter 
contests; donate my work to charity auctions; or participate in group/neighborhood art fairs/shows... 
The shear number of artists here in Chicago, and the amount of art that is out there is daunting... 
There is a desire from many in the curatorial community that an artist needs a narrative of some sort, 
like coming from a poor environment, or some personal struggle of some sort. I'm a gay white male 
that found my own way through life, though many could argue I've had white male privilege my whole 
life, too. I don't think I reference anything about these aspects in my life in my artwork (being white/
gay/male) -- doesn't make a good "narrative" no matter how you look at it, either way... And finally, 
lack of someone to turn to to do my promotions for me, for which I have neither the gift, aspiration, 
money, connections, power, or energy to do myself.... The one way I've overcome some of this was 
that I did find a corporate art gallery that does show my work to clients, and has made some sales 
for me. None of these challenges, however, have stopped me from painting or being an artist in total 
contempt and spite of the challenges."

http://www.donagrandi.com

ACS Magazine
Zhou B Art Center

1029 West 35th Street, 4th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60609
renee@acs-mag.com

http://www.acs-mag.com

Renée LaVerné Rose
 Publisher & Editor-in-Chief  

CONTRIBUTORS CIRCLE

Correspondents

Italy Correspondent….…………………………….……………....Roberto Alborghetti  

New York Correspondent…………………………………………Luis Martin  

Photographs.for Art Circles..................................................Sergio Gomez

Street Talk: Artists' Challenges and Barriers
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Mural by Rahmaan "Statik"
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III_P08_B1 by Romana Brunnauer LM_P05_B1 by Romana Brunnauer
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J  I  L  L    M  C  L  E  A  N
emerging artist

photographs by Cathy Spitzer
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J
ill’ McLean’s childhood was abundant with culture, discipline, and creative endeavors that a small girl can-

not see as anything other than wildly imaginative. The family’s yearly travel to places in Europe, South Africa, and Hawaii 
had the most profound impact on her as she experienced people, places and cultures so different from her own, carving 
within her a deeper value of humankind and life. Jill shares “Each summer the family would take these spectacular trips 
planned by my mom. Balloon trips in France; staying in a Scottish castle, standing on the White Cliffs of Dover in a new, 
handcrafted Aaron wool sweater with the stormy rain pelting on my face; lively Parisian Boulevards. One summer we 
traveled to South Africa where we stayed in dirt floor huts and mingled with the animals in an open jeep! I was really 
fortunate to gain so many emotionally charged experiences that continue to inform my work and imagination.” 

Jill was born in Los Angeles, CA and grew up in the beach city of Corona del Mar. Her education concluded with a Bach-
elor of Science Degree in Fine Arts at the University of Oregon. Her early career included an independent communica-
tion design business. She now lives and works as a professional artist in Chicago, Illinois. Her works are held in private 
collections in  Nashville, TN, Washington, New York, Round Rock, TX, Morro Bay, CA, Washington DC, Graham, WA, 
Huntington Beach, CA, Los Angeles, CA, Chicago, IL, Lake Forest, IL, and Riverside, IL.  

Jill shares “my work captures all of my mind, heart, and soul. My desire is to shift viewers toward light and life, giving 
hope and renewal, and reminding us of the transformative power of beauty. The most visceral triggers that replenish my 
work today include nature, moments of surprising compassion in humankind, and the unfolding of life in all its splendor.”

Orange Crush by Jill McLean
photographs by Cathy Spitzer
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Tell us what lead you down this road to becoming a visual artist. What are the key elements that launched your 
artistic career? 

Jill shares “I’ve always insisted on making things with my hands, as far back as I can recall. There’s really no explaining 
a method as to what brought me to living the life of a visual artist, I honestly believe it is a gift I was given and to not  
share it in this world means I am withholding something that was meant to benefit all. It is and always will be the biggest 
driving force of why I create.”  

“Having this as a base, it was a natural desire to lead this gift into a tangible and sustainable career. I can truly state that 
there is no other career I feel moved to immerse myself fully in, much less pursue with all that I am. It’s not an easy road 
so to commit myself to it for the remainder of my days speaks to the heart of my purpose!’ 

Jill states the three visual artists who have had an indelible impact of thought, analysis and inspiration for Jill are Renè 
Magritte for imagination, Gerhard Richter for structure, and Pierre-Auguste Renoir for light, color, beauty and form. Each 
individually presents something of the highest value to my work, educating me in significant ways which bind together 
and make the work meaningful. 

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works and how much time to you spend in the 
studio. 

Jill’s main purpose of her work is to reveal beauty, light, and renewal, all of which are initially just concepts - unseen and 
intangible. Using a symbolic-style language through spontaneous and freestyle markings, as well as building blocks of 
light and movement of color, these physical components are intended to work together harmoniously, visually translating 
the amazing gift of my experiences within life, memories, relationships, hopes and convictions. The result of creating 
the visceral elements is an open invitation prompting the viewer to engage with their own inner light and then shining it 
back out again. 

Jill’s intention is formed and made real through the give and take, the push and pull of her approach. This is accom-
plished through color palette, dense areas co-existing with open, breathable areas, and the different methods of washes, 
smudging, texture, brush marks, palette knife, splatters, adding, subtracting, and energetic direction. All of these align to 
give unceasing information about Jill’s triple-element purpose, springing from her diverse subject matter. 

Ultimately for Jill, creating is the most direct pathway for the language of beauty, light, and renewal to speak openly, 
genuinely and honestly. Jill shares “While many of us do experience the intangible aspects of these elements within and 
around us, a visual dialogue — even a private one — holds the inherent gift of being able to remind us of them. This 
engagement shifts us to a greater desire for goodness, a movement toward life and away from decay, and allows us to 
secure the promise of a complete individuals and compassionate humankind.” 

Jill indicates it is important for her to spend a minimum of four (4) to five (5) full days in the studio, preferably more. Jill 
being in the environment as much as possible is crucial in being immersed and present in her work. 

Jill says her parents have by far been one of the main influences in all things throughout her life, both culturally and intel-
lectually. Most significant, however, is their impact on Jill’s business capacity and professional approach to her creative 
practice. Their example as not only parents, but individuals, has given Jill a very rich understanding of balance in her 
work, integrity in all she does, and having a deep faith that life really does have an abundance of good things – especially 
for those who apply themselves! Jill translates these important teachings into her art career every single day. 

While many others have impacted Jill, another influential person was a professor from her time at the University of Ore-
gon. Jill explains “There was something very encouraging but realistic about her and a very fluid idea of what it means 
to be an artist. I have retained this gift of non-linear thinking all of these years and it serves me well, bringing me closer 
to who I really am and actually creating from this space instead of what’s expected of me out there in the world. From 
this is truth, of which I am beholden to.” 

Tell us about two important exhibition opportunities where you have exhibited your work and explain how that 
impacted your career. 

Jill shares “One of my earlier exhibitions was a solo show at The Second Floor Gallery at the Fine Arts Building in Chi-
cago. I curated and hung the show (solo of my works), did the marketing and ran the entire thing on my own. It was an 
excellent achievement for me at the time and simply reinforced that I have what it takes! The other exhibit that really 

As Above So Below
 by Jill McLean
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Always by Jill McLean

made a mark on me was curating a pop-up event for an urban loft that was for sale here in the city. In addition to being the 
featured artist, I also curated, hung, marketed and managed what turned out to be a group show of 5 artists. It was again an 
excellent experience both for the business side as well as the creative side. Most importantly, it really showed me the respon-
sibilities that galleries have to manage and was invaluable in the collaborative/community aspect. These two elements have 
impacted me moving forward in my art career.” 

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to 
your career? Or has a combination of both styles worked best? 

Jill states “Currently, I have been working independently and find that it actually keeps me sharp in both the business and 
creative aspects of running a studio practice. I immensely enjoy being a businesswoman, and this is invaluable in building 
my art career. I do anticipate that representation is in the forecast for this year, and it is something I also desire. It is my belief 
that having representation extends the efforts for a successful career which leads to even greater fulfillment in the long run. 
I’m a big believer in building relationships and this includes with individual collectors as well as gallery owners and teams.” 

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years?  

Jill shares “Over the course next three years, I am anticipating a very strong trajectory in both my work and the business 
side of my studio practice! This includes gallery representation, numerous shows that are percolating. I’m working on getting 
a residency in Europe and continuing to strengthen my presence in the art world. However, there are two main impactful 
elements on my course ahead … One is to deepen and grow in my work through experimentation and insistence that there 
is always more for me to discover. The other is to collaborate and be more immediately involved in the community of artists 
locally, nationally and internationally.” 

Visit Jill's website at www.jillmclean.com

Paris Boulevard by Jill McLean
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Goldface by Julia Haw Plucked Chickens by Julia Haw
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Rising Above by Jill McLean
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CanoVillalobos_Mandy_Image_9
Pure Blood, 2013

Deconstructed shirts, pig blood, wood and metal, 64(h) x 36(w) x 24(d) inches each stand
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ART CIRCLES

Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609 April 15th – May 13th  http://www.33contemporary.com

A Close up view of the opening during Same Difference by Lisa Goesling 
*exhibition photographs by Sergio Gomez 

Same Difference by Lisa Goesling
In this exhibition, Chicago-based artist Lisa Goesling presents two bodies of work in two different styles with two very different results. In both cases her goal is to inspire the audience to pay attention to details. To leave marveling at how she creates her art and gain new 
insight into what makes artists tick. Lisa’s Interaction series is undeniably fun. It takes a few minutes to figure out that what looks like abstract forms are actually multiple layers of people interacting with each other. Just like how people’s body language can change your 
mood, her characters have the same power when you interact with them. Most of Interaction is created with permanent paint markers on 1/4” thick acrylic. Some are mounted away from the wall in shadow box frames so that the shadows from the people appear on the 
wall. Her other series, Environment Movement, concentrates on nature. Eco-Psychology is the study of the relationship between human beings and the natural world through ecological and psychological principles. Lisa’s art seeks to expose the emotional connection 
between individuals and the natural world and remedy our alienation from nature. Paying close attention to nature sharpens our senses to the greater world.  
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling and Sergio Gomez

Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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Lisa Goesling Solo Exhibition: Same Difference 
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

April 15th – May 13th
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DON'T MISS 
this dynamic dual

 Luis Martin (New York City) & 
Sergio Gomez (Chicago)

PARALLEL LIVES 
at 

Art NXT Level Projects/
33 Contemporary 

(Chicago)

SAVE THE DATE
OPENING 

Friday, May 20th 

curated by
LUIS MARTIN 

more details at 

http://www.33contemporary.com

http://www.brooklynbrushstudios
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ENRICO MAGNANI
ITALY

photograph by Kerstin Petrick
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Enrico Magnani started painting when he was seven.  Enrico found oil colors in the attic, they belonged to his 
father, and he began by copying pictures he found in books. Only in 1995 Enrico began to express my personal point of view, 
to have my own poetry. When Enrico started painting with a social aim, in the mid-90s, he tried to amplify the difects of so-
ciety to shock the audience, to attract attention to the problems of the world. After some years Enrico realized that one does 
not need to dwell on the problem to solve it, it is more useful to think of a solution. It was a time of great confusion in which, 
not having his solution, Enrico preferred to keep quiet and paint in the silence of his atelier. Over time the subjects became 
more religious and mystical. Slowly, together with these characters, some symbols appeared as a sphere, a moon, a cross.

One day, it was the year 2006, Enrico completed the transition from figurative to abstract painting without having planned 
it.  Enrico simply removed the body from the composition and what is left were geometries, colors, and symbols. Archetypal 
symbols with all their power. Enrico realized that these symbols are a fundamental part of the heritage of humanity.  Without 
time and boundaries, they have always been used to awaken and guide man in his journey of evolution. Enrico had a solu-
tion and he found a message worthy of being released. Currently, Enrico is an Italian artist who resides in Italy, France and 
Germany.

What are the key elements that launched your artistic career?
Enrico says “A career, in whatever field it develops, is always in need of enthusiasm, I call it “fire”. No fire, nothing happens 
and if it happens, it’s by chance, just luck. I have always felt this fire for beauty, evolution, freedom, and creativity. When I 
realized that these elements could coexist in art, in a certain kind of art, I jumped with all my being into this world, and from 
that time I am living in the centre of my life.”

Italian: Quali sono stati gli elementi chiave che hanno lanciato la tua carriera artistica?
Una carriera, qualunque sia l’ambito in cui si sviluppa, ha sempre bisogno di entusiasmo, io lo chiamo fuoco. Senza il fuoco 
non accade nulla e se accade è solo per caso, fortuna. Questo fuoco io l’ho sempre sentito per la bellezza, l’evoluzione, 
la libertà e la creatività. Quando ho capito che questi elementi poevano convivere nell’arte, in un certo tipo di arte, mi sono 
buttato con tutto me stesso in questo mondo e da quel momento sono al centro della mia vita.

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works and how much time to you spend in the studio.
Enrico shares “An artwork of mine always starts from a project, and this project is based on ancient spiritual traditions. I 
believe that the artist is only an ambassador of a greater message above him. Mine is the way I say things, not the things I 
say. The things I say are eternal and boundless, universal. I try not to put anything personal in my work, nothing subjective. 
These artworks have to be useful to everyone, not only to me.  They should not be some kind of psychoanalysis of the artist. 
Hard to say how much time I spend in my studio to create, because I think all the time about what I have to do, in the studio 
you make the idea a real thing, but the creative process is part of my life.”

Italian: Parlaci del tuo processo di creazione artistica e quanto tempo passi nel tuo atelier? Italian: Puoi raccontarci  
qualcosa del tuo passato e della tua formazione?
Una mia opera parte sempre da un progetto e questo progetto è basato sulle antiche tradizioni spirituali. Credo che l’artista 
sia solo un ambasciatore di un messaggio più grande di lui. Mio è il modo in cui dico le cose, non le cose che dico. Le cose 
che dico sono eterne e senza confini, universali. Cerco di non mettere nulla di personale nelle mie opere, nulla di soggetti-
vo. Queste opere devo servire a tutti, non solo a me, non devono essere una specie di psicoanalisi dell’artista. Difficile dire 
quanto tempo passo nel mio atelier per creare, perchè io penso in continuazione a quello che devo fare, in atelier rendi l’idea 
una cosa reale, ma il processo creativo è parte della mia vita.

Ho cominciato a dipingere quando avevo sette anni. Ho trovato i colori a olio in soffitta, erano di mio padre, e ho cominciato 
a copiare le immagini che trovavo nei libri, ma solo nel 1995 ho cominciato a esprimere il mio punto di vista personale, ad 
avere una mia poetica. Quando ho cominciato a dipingere con un intento sociale, a metà degli anni ’90, cercavo di amplifi-
care i difetti della società per scioccare il pubblico, per attirare l’attenzione sui problemi del mondo. Dopo un po’ di anni mi 
resi conto che soffermarsi sul problema non serve a risolverlo, è più utile pensare a una soluzione. É stato un momento di 
grande smarrimento in cui non avendo una mia soluzione ho preferito tacere e dipingere nel silenzio del mio studio. Col tem-
po i soggetti sono diventati sempre più religiosi e mistici. Pian piano insieme a questi personaggi sono apparsi alcuni simboli: 
una sfera, una luna, una croce... Un giorno, era l’anno 2006, ho completato la transizione dal figurativo all’astratto senza 
averlo progettato: ho semplicemente rimosso il corpo dalla composizione e ciò che è rimasto sono stati le geometrie, i colori 
e i simboli. Simboli archetipici in tutta la loro potenza. Mi sono reso conto che questi simboli sono una parte fondamentale 
del patrimonio dell’umanità; senza tempo né confini, da sempre sono usati per risvegliare e guidare l’uomo nel suo cammino 
di evoluzione. Avevo una soluzione. Avevo ritrovato un messaggio degno di essere nuovamente comunicato. 2010-STUDIO No.72 by Enrico Magnani
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What’s the inspiration behind your work?
Enrico says his inspiration comes from the ancient spiritual traditions which he stud-
ied during the last twenty five years. Enrico share “They are an inexhaustible source 
of artistic and personal inspiration. Added to this is the desire to communicate, with 
my artistic language, a message that can be useful to those who receive it, an invi-
tation to introspection, to work on you.  I wish that my works were a catalyst for inner 
growth. In the end I think that what matters in this life, is to try to know ourselves and 
to die as better human beings.”

Italian: Qual’è la fonte di ispirazione che c’è dietro il tuo lavoro?
L’ispirazione viene dalle antiche tradizioni spirituali che ho studiato negli ultimi ven-
ticinque anni. Sono una fonte inesauribile di ispirazione artistica e personale. A ques-
to si aggiunge il desiderio di comunicare, con il mio linguaggio artistico, un messag-
gio che possa essere utile a chi lo riceve, un invito all’introspezione, al lavoro su se 
stessi. Vorrei che le mie opere fossero un catalizzatore per la crescita interiore. Alla 
fine credo che quello che conta, in questa vita, sia cercare di conoscersi e di morire 
come esseri umani migliori. 

With your body of works tell us what you’re hoping to convey to your audience.
Enrico states “My works are based on archetypal symbols, these symbols are used 
ever since, to awaken and guide man in his journey of evolution. In this way I try to 
divert the attention of the viewer from the outside world to the inner world. Only in this 
way there is a chance to know ourselves as human beings and to make a work of 
introspection and evolution. We are so distracted by what is going wrong in the world 
that we cannot even solve our problems. But if we begin by solving our problems, if 
we all can become better people, perhaps, there will also be a chance to solve the 
problems of the world.

Italian: Puoi dirci cosa cerchi di comunicare al tuo pubblico attraverso le tue opere?
Le mie opere sono basate sulla simbologia archetipica; questi simboli sono usati da 
sempre per risvegliare e guidare l’uomo nel suo cammino di evoluzione. In questo 
modo cerco di deviare l’attenzione dello spettatore dal mondo esteriore al mondo in-
teriore. Solo così c’è una possibilità di conoscersi come esseri umani e di fare un la-
voro di introspezione e di evoluzione. Siamo così distratti dai prolemi del mondo che 
non riusciamo nemmeno a risolvere i nostri. Ma se cominciamo col risolvere i nostri, 
se tutti riusciamo a diventare persone migliori forse ci sarà anche una possibilità per 
risolvere i problemi del mondo. 

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Enrico shares “I love reading the conversations with Francis Bacon, I reread them 
dozens of times.  I do not know exactly why, perhaps because of the simplicity and 
honesty of his words. The more the words are simple and the more they are able to 
communicate in depth. Too intellectual speeches remain level-headed; they do not 
go down in the heart and stomach. This is something I try to do in life and art - to 
achieve a profound simplicity. The symbols are simple and profound; this is why I 
use them. Maybe that's why my painting at some point in time has become abstract. 
I believe that in the figurative painting, today, it is very difficult to go beyond Francis 
Bacon. 

Beyond there is only abstract painting. I really admire the works of Antoni Tapies and 
Alberto Burri, I like them for the force expressed by the matter, their research, their 
"labor" that produces the physical fusion between the artist and the artwork itself that 
I also seek in my creations. The union of matter and spirit is one of my leading artistic 
goals.”

Italian: Puoi citare tre artisti famosi che ammiri e spiegarci il perchè?
Adoro leggere le conversazioni con Francis Bacon, le ho rilette decine di volte... 
non so bene perché, forse per la semplicità e l’onestà delle sue parole. Più le parole 
sono semplici e più riescono a comunicare in profondità. I discorsi troppo intellettuali 
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rimangono a livello di testa, non scendono nel cuore e nella pancia. È qualcosa che 
cerco di fare nella vita e nell’arte: raggiungere una profonda semplicità. I simboli 
sono semplici e profondi, per questo li uso. Forse è per questo che la mia pittura 
ad un certo punto è diventata astratta. Credo che nell’arte figurativa, oggi, sia molto 
difficile andare oltre Bacon. Oltre c’è solo la pittura astratta. Ammiro molto le opere 
di Tapies e di Burri, mi piacciono per la forza espressa dalla materia, la loro ricerca, 
il loro “travaglio” che produce quella fusione fisica tra l’artista e l’opera che anche 
io ricerco nelle mie creazioni. L’unione di materia e spirito è uno dei miei principali 
obiettivi artistici.

What individuals were significant to your art career and in what roles have 
these individuals played in your career?
Enrico says “This is a very difficult question, if you think well about it. People to 
whom we owe something in life are endless. It is difficult to make a selection. There 
are chains of events in which a small contact has opened great horizons. We're 
like a ball in a pinball machine that after many rebounds reaches a goal. Whose is 
the merit? The first person you have met? The second? The third? The last? I think 
there is a great design of which we are in part unaware and in which we all coop-
erate more or less consciously. So I thank you all, all the people I met in my life.”

Italian: Quali persone sono state importanti nella tua carriera artistica e quale 
ruolo hanno avuto? 
È una domanda molto difficile se ci pensi bene. Le persone a cui dobbiamo qual-
cosa nella vita sono tantissime. È difficile fare una selezione. Ci sono della catene 
di eventi in cui da un piccolo contatto si sono aperti grandi orizzonti. Siamo come 
una pallina da flipper che dopo tanti rimbalzi raggiunge una meta. Di chi è il merito? 
Della prima persona che hai incontrato? Della seconda? Della terza? Dell’ultima? 
Io credo che ci sia un grande disegno di cui non siamo consapevoli solo in parte e 
in cui tutti noi cooperiamo più o meno consapevolmente. Quindi ringrazio tutti, tutte 
le persone che ho incontrato nella mia vita.

Tell us about two important exhibition opportunities where you have exhibit-
ed your work and explain how that impacted your career.
Enrico share “Yes, there are two exhibitions I consider important for many reasons 
the works on display, the location, the people involved, the resonance they had. 
The first dates back to 2013, at the Italian Institute of Culture in Prague. An exhi-
bition in homage to the text Harmonices Mundi by Johannes Kepler, a great man 
who has managed to combine modern thought with the ancient one. An ideal that I 
feel very close to my artistic poetics and for that I chose it. I had created a work in 
his honour which was then donated to the city of Prague. There was the mayor of 
the city, the ambassador and a lot of publicity! It was wonderful!  Last year I made 
another important event thanks to the Akbaraly Foundation which supported the 
project. The third edition of my Cosmic Hug Project was held at the Pinacoteca 
Ambrosiana in Milan. Thinking that my work was housed together with those of 
Leonardo and Caravaggio is an emotion difficult to express in words.”

Italian: Raccontaci di due esposizioni importanti che hai fatto e quale impatto 
hanno avuto sulla tua carriera
Si, ci sono due esposizioni che ritengo importanti per tanti motivi: le opere esposte, 
la location, le persone coinvolte, la risonanza che hanno avuto... La prima risale al 
2013, presso l’Istituto Italiano di Cultura di Praga. Una mostra in omaggio all’opera 
“Harmonices Mundi” di Keplero, un grande uomo che è riuscito a unire il pensiero 
moderno con quello antico. Un ideale che sento molto vicino alla mia poetica ar-
tistica e per questo l’ho scelto. Avevo creato un’opera in suo onore che poi è stata 
donata alla città di Praga. C’era il sindaco della città, l’ambasciatore e tantissimo 
pubblico! E’ stato bellissimo! L’anno scorso ho fatto un altro bellissimo evento gra-
zie alla Fondazione Akbaraly che ha sostenuto il progetto: la terza edizione del mio 
progetto “Cosmic Hug” si è tenuta alla Pinacoteca Ambrosiana di Milano. Pensare 
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che la mia opera era ospitata dove si trovano quelle di Leonardo e Cara-
vaggio è un’emozione difficile da esprimere a parole.  

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has 
working independently been more benefical  to your career? Or have 
has combination of both styles worked best?
Enrico states “The galleries have been there, but I have never worked a lot 
with them .  It does not mean I do not like working with galleries and that I 
won’t do that in the future.  However, life has directed me more towards the 
institutions like museums, foundations, and cultural institutes; perhaps for 
the kind of art I do. The galleries have to look at your art from the commer-
cial point of view, which does not happen with the institutions. There are 
great galleries, but sometimes it happens that the works on display are just 
chasing the taste of the moment. If you do something useless to decorate 
the living room, it's unlikely they organize an exhibition for you. If they do it, 
it means that they have their own identity and they don’t have to chase the 
consent of anyone; they are strong enough to impose their ideas.”

Italian: Le esposizioni in galleria sono state una parte difficile della 
tua carriera o il lavorare in maniera indipendente è stato più proficuo? 
Oppure è stata una combinazione dei due?
Le gallerie ci sono state, ma non ho mai lavorato molto con loro; ciò non 
vuol dire che non mi piaccia e che non lo rifarò in futuro, ma la vita mi ha 
portato più verso le istituzioni: musei, fondazioni, istituti di cultura... forse 
per il tipo di arte che faccio. Le gallerie per forza di cose sono costrette a 
guardare alla tua arte anche dal punto di vista commerciale, cosa che con 
le istituzioni non accade. Ci sono ottime gallerie, ma a volte capita che le 
opere esposte stiano solo rincorrendo il gusto del momento. Se fai qualco-
sa che non serve per decorare il salotto, è difficile che ti organizzino una 
mostra. Se lo fanno allora vuol dire che hanno una loro identità e non devo-
no rincorrere il consenso di nessuno; sono abbastanza forti da imporre le 
loro idee.
 
What can your audience look forward to in the next three years? 
In conclusion Enrico shares “Life is unpredictable and often has a design 
that we miss. My goal is artistic and spiritual at the same time.  I would like 
to make the message of my works increasingly popular not only among art 
lovers, but useful for all. The evolution and the awakening of the human be-
ing must necessarily be something for all, or at least available for those who 
wish to receive it. The way in which this ideal will be realized I can not still 
imagine it, but if I look back, many things have happened on this way that 
went far beyond my most optimistic imagination. I try to do my best every 
day in this direction, the way in which this will be achieved, I let life decide it.

Italian: Che cosa può aspettarsi il tuo pubblico per i prossimi tre anni?
La vita è imprevedibile e spesso ha un disegno che ci sfugge. Il mio obiettivo 
è artistico e spirituale: vorrei rendere il messaggio delle mie opere sempre 
più diffuso non solo fra gli amanti dell’arte, ma utile per tutti. L’evoluzione e 
il risveglio dell’essere umano deve per forza essere qualcosa rivolto a tutti, 
o almeno disponibile per tutti coloro che desiderano riceverlo. Il modo in 
cui questo ideale sarà realizzato ancora non riesco a immaginarlo, ma se 
guardo indietro sono successe tante cose che andavano ben oltre la mia 
più ottimistica immaginazione. Io cerco di fare ogni giorno del mio meglio in 
questa direzione, il modo in cui ciò si realizzerà, lo lascio decidere alla vita.
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WEBSITE - Enrico Magnani
www.enricomagnani-art.com

WEBSITE - Cosmic Hug Project
http://www.cosmichugproject.com/wp-admin

FACEBOOK – Enrico Magnani
www.facebook.com/enricomagnani.art

FACEBOOK – Cosmic Hug Project
www.facebook.com/cosmic.hug.project

LINKEDIN
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YOUTUBE
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THE IAN SHERWIN GALLERY 
(new location)

3920 N Ashland Ave
Chicago Illinois

Grand Opening Exhibition
May 14, 2016

Starts at 7:30pm

FEATURED ARTISTS
Ian Sherwin, Diana Leviton Gondek, Sipros, 

Steve Casino, Rebecca Moy, 
Sergio Farfan, Peggy MacNamara.

Bringing art and opportunities for artists to Lakeview
www.iansherwingallery.com

ACS Magazine is featuring 
Diana Leviton Gondek works (below)
                                       Warming Up                                                  Mirrored Beauty                                                                                      Cities Knight
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Anca Negescu was born and raised in Bucharest, Romania, where she currently lives and works. 
Anca graduated from the University of Bucharest, Faculty of Foreign Languages and later on got her Master of Business 
Administration at the Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies. After two (2) years working as a translator for IBM Roma-
nia.  She started her own translations office, which was great for her entrepreneurial and business experience.

After about two (2) more years, Anca also started doing other projects, which grew substantially (management and mar-
keting for other clients as well) until she became general manager of a medium size company (approx. 130 employees).  
It was an amazing experience for Anca where she obtained valuable management expertise. As a manager, Anca was 
extremely thrilled to observe the business she assisted in developing was sold to a foreign corporation for an impressive 
seven-figure amount.  Anca was still running the rest of the business when she realized that she wanted to do something 
else, something that matched her true interests and sensitivity and where she could also apply her business and com-
munication skills. 

Anca grew up with art, loving it, mostly thanks to her mother who intensely guided and steered her. Anca wanted to con-
tribute to the Bucharest art scene the best way she could; so she decided to take a huge risk, leave her well paid job and 
follow her passion. For two (2) years, while working at her job, Anca took art management and art history courses in Bu-
charest and in London, at Sotheby’s Institute of Art. Finally, Anca opened her own gallery in Bucharest, Romania - Artfooly 
Gallery. Artfooly Gallery is been open almost two years now.   

Romanian
Mă numesc Anca Negescu. M-am născut și am crescut în București, unde locuiesc și muncesc și în prezent. Am absolvit 
Universitatea București, Facultatea de Limbi Străine și mai târziu am obținut diploma de Master in Business Administra-
tion (MBA) la ASE. După 2 ani în care am lucrat ca traducător la IBM România, mi-am deschis propriul birou de traduceri, 
experiență care m-a ajutat să învăț foarte multe despre antreprenoriat și business. După încă vreo doi ani, am început 
să fac și alte proiecte, din ce în ce mai ample (management și marketing) până când, în cadrul unui astfel de proiect, am 
devenit director general al unei firme medii (aprox. 130 angajați). A fost o experiență extraordinară din care am învățat 
enorm. Ca manager, am avut bucuria să asist la vânzarea a jumătate din afacerea la a cărei dezvoltare contribuisem către 
o corporație străină, pentru o sumă cu șapte cifre, după negocieri pe care le-am purtat vreme de 2 ani. Conduceam încă 
cealaltă jumătate a afacerii când mi-am dat seama că îmi doresc să fac altceva, care să fie în armonie cu ceea ce mă 
interesează cu adevărat și unde să îmi pot folosi cunoștințele de business și comunicare. 

Am crescut cu arta în suflet, iubind-o, în special datorită mamei mele care m-a educat intens în această direcție. Îmi dor-
eam să contribui la dezvoltarea artei în București, așadar am decis să îmi asum un risc imens, renunțând la un job  bine 
plătit pentru a îmi urma pasiunea. Timp de 2 ani, în paralel cu fostul job, am urmat cursuri de art management și istoria 
artei la București și la Sotheby’s Institute of Art, Londra. În cele din urmă mi-am deschis galeria de artă la București: Art-
fooly Gallery. Anul acesta galeria va împlini 2 ani.

Tell us about your journey into the arts/cultural arena. 
Anca states “The particular facts and stories are not necessarily interesting. What I find relevant, is that this is a journey 
that helps me see how the invisible (inspiration) becomes visible (art). Observing this process of creation and the effect it 
has on the artists and viewers is essential.”

Romanian:
Faptele și poveștile propriu-zise nu sunt neapărat interesante. Ceea ce găsesc cu adevărat relevant este că mă aflu într-o 
călătorie care mă ajută să văd cum invizibilul (inspirația) devine vizibil (artă). Să observ procesul de creație și efectul pe 
care acesta îl are asupra artiștilor și privitorilor este esențial. 

What’s the inspiration that has guided you to be who you are professional? 
Anca shares “It is not something or someone in particular. It is what I feel in the depth of my being. That is what drives me. 
I love art and in my gallery, I show only the art that I love, that I believe can have a significant, positive impact on the art 
consumers, be they viewers, buyers or both. Whatever I do must be true. It must spring from the truth and being honest. 
Otherwise, it simply crumbles. And this applies to all aspects of life including my professional and personal relationships.”

photograph provided  by Artfooly Gallery
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Romanian:
Nu este ceva sau cineva în mod special. Este ceea ce simt în adâncul ființei mele. Asta mă motivează. Iubesc arta. În galeriea mea 
expun numai arta pe care o iubesc și despre care cred că poate avea un impact pozitiv, semnificativ, asupra consumatorului de artă, 
fie el privitor, compărător sau ambele. Ceea ce fac trebuie să fie autentic. Trebuie să fie onest. Altfel, pur și simplu se năruie. Asta 
se aplică în toate aspectele vieții, inclusiv în relațiile mele profesionale și personale. 

Tell us the decision(s) that led you down this path to your current professional direction. What are the key elements that 
launched your art business?
Anca has gained a certain amount of business experience when she decided to switch her career to art. One weekend, out of curios-
ity, Anca attended an intensive art management course in Bucharest’s biggest auction house. Listening to the speakers, profession-
als from the art world, Anca realized that the art market in Romania was only just beginning to develop, especially the contemporary 
art market Also Anca realized that there was a great need for young business professionals to become involved in the domain to 
help it grow. After that, she read extensively about the subject, attended art history and art management courses and developed 
relationships with artists and other professionals from the art world, as well as with her future clients. Anca would summarize the 
key elements that launched her art business as follows: passion for art; immense opportunity for growth in an emergent art market 
in Romania; the need of many artists for professional representatives to help them build artistic careers; and the Romanian public’s 
growing interest in art, not only as something to admire, but also as something to invest in. 

Romanian:
Aveam deja ceva experiență în business atunci când am decis să mă implic în domeniul artei. Într-un weekend, din curiozitate, am 
participat la un curs intensiv de art management la cea mai mare casă de licitații din București. Ascultându-i pe lectori, profesioniști 
din domeniul artei, mi-am dat seama că piața de artă din România era la început de drum. În special piața de artă contemporană. 

De asemenea, mi-am dat seama că era nevoie ca mai mulți tineri cu experiență de business să se implice în piața de artă pentru 
a ajuta la dezvoltarea acesteia. După acest curs, am citit mult despre subiect, am urmat cursuri de management al artei și istoria 
artei, am dezvoltat relații cu artiști, cu profesioniști din lumea artei și cu unii dintre viitorii mei clienți. Aș rezuma elementele cheie 
care au contribuit la lansarea business-ului meu în artă după cum urmează: pasiune pentru artă, o imensă oportunitate de creștere 
oferită de o piață de artă aflată la început, nevoia multor artiști de a fi susținuți de către profesioniști care să îi ajute să își dezvolte 
carierele artistice și interesul crescând al publicului român în legătură cu arta, considerată nu doar ceva demn de admirat, ci și ceva 
în care merită investit. 

Tell us about that business brand and the companies you operate.   
Anca is the owner and curator of Artfooly Gallery, a contemporary art gallery based in Bucharest, Romania. Her main focus is on 
Romanian contemporary artists that she wishes to promote both nationally and internationally. Anca works with both emergent and 
established artists. 

In addition, Anca is also the owner of The Slice of Art, the offline and online art shop that naturally sprang from the gallery after about 
a year and a half of activity. This shop sells affordable artwork such as painting, drawing, print and photography, but also art-related 
and art-derived objects, ranging from fashion accessories to home decor. The shop opened recently and it is growing. 

Romanian:
Sunt proprietar și curator al Artfooly Gallery, galerie de artă contemporană aflată în București. Mă concentrez în special asupra 
artiștilor români contemporani pe care doresc să îi promovez atât în România, cât și în străinătate. Lucrez atât cu artiști consacrați, 
cât și cu nume noi. 

photographs provided by  Ciprian Udrescu
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Sunt și proprietar al The Slice of Art, magazinul de artă offline și online care s-a desprins firesc din galerie după aproximativ 
un an și jumătate de activitate. Acest magazin vinde opere de artă accesibile, cum ar fi pictură, desen, print și fotografie, 
precum și obiecte derivate din artă, de la accesorii fashion la obiecte pentru design interior. Magazinul este deschis de puțin 
timp și se dezvoltă.

Tell us how your professional journey led you to curating exhibitions and what you experience while you're curating 
a project. 
Anca shares “When I started my project, I did not know that I was also going to curate almost all the exhibitions in my gallery. 
This just happened naturally, as I worked on each project with my artists. One of the reasons I chose to work with contempo-
rary art is the fact that I love this creative process and teamwork that happens in real time. I have an idea about an exhibition 
and then I meet the artist or artists and we talk about it.  Most of the time, we prepare exhibitions well in advance, having a 
certain concept, theme or idea in mind. Then the artists’ work on these ideas. It is fascinating for me to witness this. I learn a 
lot from them every time. Only rarely do I chose to use already existing works, but if they are good and match my curatorial 
ideas, it also happens and usually with excellent results.

Romanian:
La început nu m-am gândit că voi ajunge să curatoriez aproape toate expozițiile din galeria mea. Acest lucru s-a întâmplat în 
mod firesc, lucrând cu artiștii pe fiecare proiect în parte. Unul dintre motivele pentru care am ales să mă ocup de arta contem-
porană este faptul că îmi place această parte de creație și muncă în echipă care se desfășoară în timp real. Am o idee despre 
o expoziție, apoi mă întâlnesc cu artistul sau artiștii respectivi și discutăm despre ea. De cele mai multe ori pregătim expozițiile 
cu mult timp înainte, alegând un anumit concept, o anumită idee sau temă. Pe urmă artiștii lucrează pornind de la aceste idei. 
Pentru mine este fascinant să fiu martorul acestui proces. De fiecare data învăț mult de la artiști. Foarte rar se întâmplă să 
aleg lucrări deja existente pentru o expoziție, dar dacă lucrările sunt bune și sunt compatibile cu ideile mele, atunci merg mai 
departe și de obicei cu rezultate excelente. 

When you curated a project what are you hoping to the audience will experience?
Anca explains “The answer to this question varies a lot depending on the project. Each artist conveys something specific. 
What is important for me as a curator is that the public remembers our exhibitions. Not necessarily the images in detail, but 
what those images made them experience.”

“I believe that there is art for the eyes, art for the heart and art for the mind. Sometimes, these combine. If our public experi-
ences at least one of these, then I am happy. It means that we have not shown art which expresses nothing.” 

Romanian:
Răspunsul la această întrebare variază foarte mult în funcție de proiect. Fiecare artist comuncă ceea ce îi este specific. 
Ce contează pentru mine în calitate de curator este ca publicul să își amintească expozițiile noastre. Nu atât imaginile în de-
taliu, cât experiența pe care au trăit-o privindu-le. 
Cred că există artă pentru ochi, artă pentru suflet și artă pentru minte. Uneori acestea se combină. Dacă publicul nostru 
experimentează cel puțin unul dintre aceste trei aspecte, atunci eu sunt mulțumită. Înseamnă că nu am expus artă care nu 
exprimă nimic. 

Name the person(s) in the art world who were influential to your professional career. And why?
Anca says “I think that to a certain degree, all the people I work with in art, be them, artists, clients, curators or business peo-
ple, are influential in my career. Each in their own particular way. I learn from each and every one of them.” 

Romanian:
Cred că într-o anumită măsură toți oamenii cu care lucrez în domeniul artei, fie că sunt artiști, clienți, curatori sau oameni de 
afaceri, îmi influențează cariera. Fiecare în felul său. Învăț de la toți câte ceva important.

Tell us how you want to leave your mark on the art world.
Anca explains “I cannot ‘design’ how to do it or what that mark should be. Nor do I want to. If I did, it would mean placing 
conditions and restricting the natural flow of things. I am sure that by doing exactly what I like and truly believe in and by doing 
it the best way I can, that mark will naturally happen. When the time comes, it will be up to others to appreciate what it is.”

Romanian:
Nu pot să ‘proiectez’ cum va fi această amprentă. Și nici nu vreau, pentru că asta ar însemna să îngrădesc și să limitez cursul 
firesc al lucrurilor. Sunt sigură că făcând exact ceea ce îmi place într-un mod cât mai natural și cât pot eu de bine, amprenta 
se va naște de la sine, în mod firesc. Când va veni vremea, alții o vor putea descrie și aprecia. 

photographs provided  by Artfooly Gallery
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Tell us how you would like to change the art world. And what do you think should remain the same in the art world?
Anca would like to see more of the core of every artist and every artwork. She would like to see more truth. Too much artwork 
today is made only to match the trends, the market’s demands and financial interests. Anca can immediately detect that and it just 
feels fake, lacking life, therefore of no force and no interest to me and to most people. 

Anca shares “Why do so many people (I mean the general public) stay away from most contemporary art? I do not think it has to 
do only with education or being or not being used to art. I think it has to do with this simple fact people intuitively sense and detect 
what is not created from truth. And naturally reject it.”

Anca explains “In art more than anywhere else, in order for a work to be good, of impact and remarkable, it must be authentic. Of 
course, talent and skills are important. But equally important, it must be created from the depth of the artist’s being, in honesty.  In 
my view, that is an essential ingredient of a masterpiece.”

“If it were in my power to help clear the fake and leave the true, I am sure that the art market would also readjust. Then the mar-
ket’s interests would match the artwork and not the other way round. Even though I am an optimist, I still do not think that such a 
change is possible during my lifetime. Maybe in a few generations, when mankind has reached a higher level of consciousness.” 

photographs provided  by Artfooly Gallery
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Romanian:
Mi-ar plăcea să văd mai mult din miezul fiecărui artist și al fiecărei opere de artă. Mi-ar plăcea să văd mai mult adevăr. Prea multe 
opere de artă se fac astăzi doar ca să fie în acord cu trendurile, cu exigențele pieței și cu interesele financiare. 

Imediat observ când o lucrare a fost făcută astfel și o simt ca fiind falsă, lipsită de viață și de forță. Nu sunt interesată de ea, la fel 
cum nu sunt interesați majoritatea oamenilor. De ce oare atât de mulți oameni (mă refer la publicul larg) evită într-o mare măsură 
arta contemporană? Nu cred că explicația este doar lipsa de educație sau de obișnuință în a consuma arta. Cred că lucrurile sunt 
mult mai simple: oamenii simt în mod intuitiv ceea ce nu este creat din adevăr și resping automat. 

În artă mai mult decât în orice alt domeniu, pentru ca o lucrare să fie bună, să aibă impact și să fie remarcabilă, trebuie să fie 
autentică. Evident, este foarte important meșteșugul și talentul. Dar la fel de important este ca acea lucrare să fie creată din adân-
cul ființei artistului, cu onestitate. După mine, acesta este un ingredient esențial al oricărei capodopere. 

Dacă ar fi în puterea mea să dau la o parte ceea ce este fals în lumea artei, sunt sigură că și piața de artă s-ar adapta. Interesele 

pieței ar ajunge să funcționeze în funcție de operele de artă și nu invers. Deși sunt optimistă, nu cred că o astfel de schimbare 
este posibilă în timpul vieții mele. Poate peste câteva generații, când omenirea va fi ajuns la un nivel superior de conștiință. 

Name two people who you believe have made a significant impact on arts and culture.
Anca shares “Constantin Brâncuși, Romanian artist, a fantastic example of courage, talent, determination, wisdom and last 
but definitely not least, faith - in himself, in his gifts and in life. He started from almost nothing, being a poor boy in a Romanian 
village. That did not stop him from going to Paris and becoming the giant sculptor that he became, revolutionizing art as ‘the 
patriarch of modern sculpture’, as he is called. His art and life stories are impressive. Definitely worth admiring, reading about 
and learning from.” 

“Pablo Picasso. As he said: “When I was a child my mother said to me, 'If you become a soldier, you'll be a general. If you be-
come a monk, you'll be the pope.' Instead, I became a painter and wound up as Picasso.”

photographs provided  by Artfooly Gallery
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Romanian:
Facebook pages: 
Artfooly Gallery (pagina galeriei)
The Slice of Art (pagina magazinului de artă)

De asemenea, vă invităm să ne accesați website-urile și secțiunile de blog ale acestora.
www.artfooly.com
www.thesliceofart.com

Instagram: 
artfooolygallery
thesliceofart

Romanian:
Constantin Brâncuși, artist român. Un exemplu fantastic de curaj, talent, hotărâre, înțelepciune și nu în ultimul rând, 
credință. În el însuși, în darurile sale și în viață. A pornit de la zero, fiind un băiat sărac dintr-un sat românesc.  Asta nu l-a 
împiedicat să ajungă la Paris și să devină mai târziu ‘patriarhul sculpturii moderne’. Arta lui, precum și poveștile sale de 
viață sunt impresionante. 

Pablo Picasso. După cum spunea chiar el: “Când eram mic, mama mi-a spus: ‘Dacă o să te faci soldat, o sa ajungi gener-
al. Dacă o să te faci călugăr, o să ajungi papă.’ În loc de asta, m-am făcut pictor și am ajuns Picasso.”

As a woman what has been your experience in the art world? You are your challenges or barriers being a wom-
an? If so how have you overcome those barriers?  How has being a woman worked to your advantage?
Anca shares “My experience in the art world has been beautiful, flowing naturally and being a woman has not brought 
along any challenges or barriers. There are no major advantages to being a woman in the art world, except maybe the 
fact that most people both, men and women, communicate more easily and openly with a woman. But that is not a gener-
al rule and I think it greatly depends on each person. 

Romanian:
Experiența mea în lumea artei a fost frumoasă și a decurs firesc. Faptul că sunt femeie nu a presupus provocări și nici nu 
a impus bariere. Nu există avantaje majore doar pentru că sunt femeie, cu excepția faptului că mulți oameni, atât bărbați 
cât și femei, tind să comunice mai ușor și mai deschis cu o femeie decât cu un bărbat. Dar aceasta nu este o regulă gen-
eral valabilă și depinde foarte mult de fiecare persoană. 

Reflecting on the global arts/cultural arena, are women making an impact, struggling for recognition within the 
art world, or a combination of both?  What’s your perception?
Anca shares “I believe that lately, women are making an impact just as much as men in the art world. I have not had the 
feeling I am struggling, nor do I have that perception of the other women I know in the art world, be them artists, curators, 
gallerists, critics, etc. I speak only from my direct experience, I do not know what things are like in other countries, as I 
only have a very vague idea about a reality I am not actually experiencing directly.” 

Romanian:
Cred că în ultima vreme femeile au un impact la fel de mare ca și bărbații în lumea artei. Nu am avut senzația că trebuie 
să mă lupt și nu am această percepție nici despre celelalte femei pe care le cunosc în acest domeniu, fie ele artiști, cura-
tori, galeriști, critici, etc. Vorbesc doar din proprie experiență. Nu știu cum stau lucrurile în alte țări, despre care am doar o 
părere vagă, neexperimentând acea realitate în mod direct. 

Reflecting on your professional journey what has been one of the most the influencing moments?
Anca says “The moment I decided to actually quit my former job and dedicate myself full time to my gallery and art proj-
ects.” 

Romanian:
Momentul în care am decis să renunț la vechea slujbă și să mă dedic full time galeriei și proiectelor mele artistice. 

Facebook pages: 
Artfooly Gallery (the gallery’s page)
The Slice of Art (the art shop’s page)

Anca's websites and blog sections: 
www.artfooly.com
www.thesliceofart.com

Instagram: 
artfooolygallery
thesliceofart

photographs provided  by Artfooly Gallery
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Back in 2014 in the central jungle of  Peru, a Peruvian artist 
brought to life a dream he had been pursuing since he 
completed a life changing experience as an artist in residence in 
Koh Yao Noi Island in Thailand, and became a Peace Art Agent. 

During the residency, he became profoundly aware 
of  his surroundings, and encouraged by meditation, 
he noticed - as if  it was for the first time - the natural 
environment in which he was submerged and how 
much impact it had in his creative process as an artist.

As usually happens at the end of  great journeys, the experience 
in Thailand triggered many questions that eventually turned into 
ideas, which after hard work, finally materialized in Machaqmara.  

Machaqmara means the rebirth and renewal of  all 
energies that allow the balance between mankind and 
nature in Aymara (a native language still used in the South 
American highlands). This word filled with emotion and 
significance seemed to perfectly sum up that experience in 
Thailand, and what he now intended to recreate in Peru. 

The goal was to launch the first program of  artists in residency 
in Peru under the mission of  connecting and exchanging 
contemporary art with traditional artistic expressions of  
native communities with a specific and critical awareness of  
public space, environmental consciousness and citizenship. 

After the very successful two editions, watching how local and 
international artists go beyond their practice to undertake 
that same personal growth that once inspired this project 
has been overwhelming. For both the residence artists and 
the native community, Machaqmara has quickly become a 
way to connect: with each other, with nature, with themselves.

Machaqmara Center for the Arts (MCA) is now a solid and 
recognized Peruvian cultural organization committed to 
inspiring creative citizens, promoting innovation in the 
development of  useful public space, and its revitalization 
through artistic and educational projects. It aims to share 
and facilitate the access to new platforms that allow the 
improvement and exchange of  information, media, tools, 
discussion, experiences or ideas amongst different cultures. 

MCA’s Artist in Residence (A.I.R.) program gathers ten 
artists, either emerging, in progress or already consolidated, 
from all over the world and from different artistic disciplines 
for a self-developmental program to live together for two 
weeks in the middle of  the breathtaking Peruvian central 
jungle to engage in a process that surrounds them in nature 
and immerses them in native communities and traditions 
throughout the national territory and its inspiring landscapes.

The objective is to promote cultural exchange as well 
as to generate research projects for conservation and 
recovery of  the artistic traditions of  native communities 
in the Peruvian jungle and express it within public spaces.

During the stay, the artist in residence will attend workshops like 
“Dying Fabrics & Old Techniques Applied to Painting” or “Native 
Mask Wood Carving” as well as optional (but encouraged) 
yoga-meditation sessions which result in an artistic production 
inspired by authentic and unique techniques and experiences 
interacting with nature, community residents and other artists.

If  you are an artist who likes to test the boundaries of  your own 
production, take risks and experiment while exploring new ways of  
working outside the studio, the third edition of  the Machaqmara’s 
Artist in Residence Program will take place in Peru during the 
second half  of  2016. The open call will be launched soon!

For more information on any of  our activities please 
don’t hesitate to write to info@machaqmara.org, join 
our Facebook fan page Machaqmara Center for the 
Arts or sign up on our website www.machaqmara.org

 www.machaqmara.org  /machaqmaracenterforthearts /machaqmara.org  @MCAsanramon  /MCAsanramon

(00) (+51) 988 47 8040 - info@machaqmara.org

 www.machaqmara.org

III   ARTIST   IN   RESIDENCE   PROGRAM  -  PERUVIAN    AMAZON

OPEN CALL
FALL 2016
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Francesca Dalla Benetta

An Italian Migrates to Mexico City! 
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Francesca Dalla Benetta was born in Florence, Italy.  Francesca’s family wanted her to be a scientist but after a 
truncated career in Physics, she turned to her real love art. Francesca studied at Brera Academy, in Milan, where she explored 
different languages and medium, such as drawing, painting, photography and video. She graduated in 2003, found her first 
job in scenography, and shortly after she started to work in the special effects movie industry, in Rome. That led Francesca to 
work in Apocalipto, Mel Gibson’s Mexican movie, in 2006.  So Francesca traveled to Mexico where she decided to stay be-
cause of jobs opportunities. After several experiences as make-up/special effects designer and commercial sculpture projects, 
Francesca started to explore sculpture as a personal language and developed a body of work that culminated in my first solo 
show in 2011. Presently Francesca has shown in fourteen (14) solo exhibits and several more group exhibitions. Francesca 
continues to work in the make-up field but less intensively.  She is a very satisfied with a career as a teacher in fine arts and 
make-up.

Italian: Biografia
Sono nata a Firenze, Italia nel 1977. La mia famiglia voleva che io fossi un scientifica, ma dopo una carriera non terminata in 
Fisica, mi sono dedicate al mio vero amore: l’arte. Ho studiato all’Accademia di Brera, a Milano, dove ho esplorato linguaggi e 
mezzi diversi, come il disegno, la pittura, la fotografia e il video. Laureata nel 2003, ho trovato il mio primo lavoro in scenografia 
e poco dopo ho iniziato a lavorare negli effetti speciali di trucco, a Roma. Questo mi ha portato a lavorare in Apocalypto,sul film 
messicano di Mel Gibson, nel 2006, così ho viaggiato fin qui dove ho deciso di rimanere grazie alle opportunità di lavoro. Dopo 
varie esperienze come truccatrice, disegnatrice di effetti speciali e scultrice per progetti commerciali, ho iniziato ad esplorare la 
scultura come linguaggio personale e ho sviluppato una serie di opere che culminò nella mia prima mostra personale nel 2011. 
Ora ho a mio attivo 14 mostre personali e molte altre collettive. Ora, continuo a lavorare nel cinema, ma meno intensamente, 
e ho una carriera molto soddisfacente come insegnante in belle arti e make up.

Tell us the fascinating story behind you practicing your art in Mexico City. 
Francesca explains “When I first arrived in Mexico, I was in the movie industry and almost forgot my art career. I wanted to be 
a recognized special makeup artist and had jobs in important studios here in México City. It was after a few years that I realized 
that it wasn’t feeling enough to me. I missed the creative part. Yes, of course, I was able to design wonderful characterizations, 
but always under someone else’s directions and ideas. What about all my sketches? My own ideas?  So I started shyly to 
modeling my tiny first creation - not taller than a notch. Quickly, one after the other, I had an army of them - strange and bizarre 
creatures from my dreams. I was interested in exploring the dimension of the ugly, or, as I love to say, the “Unconventional 
Beauty”.  It seems to me that the offer on the vast market of art was all about decoration, and pretty things, things to make 
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people comfortable. But I wanted people to feel mixed sensation, to feel intrigued by another dimension, to ask themselves 
questions. My work is characterized by anatomies and mixed forms, human faces and bodies combined with different tex-
tures and skins, giving birth to hybrid beings. So this was the starting point of all my work. 

Italian: Racconta l’affascinante storia della tua pratica artistica in Cittá del Messico.
Quando arrivai in Messico, lavoravo nel settore del cinema e quasi avevo dimenticato la mia carriera artistica: volevo essere 
una truccatrice riconosciuta e trovare lavoro in importanti studi qui a Città del Messico. É stato dopo qualche anno che mi 
sono reso conto che non era abbastanza per me: avevo perso la parte creativa. Sì, certo, avevo l’opportunitá di progettare 
meravigliose caratterizzazioni, ma sempre sotto le indicazioni e le idee di qualcun altro. Che fare con tutti i miei disegni? 
Le mie idee? Così ho iniziato timidamente a modellare la mia piccola prima creazione: non più alto di una spanna. Rap-
idamente, uno dopo l’altro, ho creato un esercito di creature strane e bizzarre provenienti dai miei sogni. Mi interessava 
esplorare la dimensione del brutto, o, come mi piace dire, la bellezza non convenzionale: mi sembra che l’offerta sul vasto 
mercato dell’arte fosse principalmente decorative e fatto di cose belle, cose per rendere le persone a loro agio. Io volevo 
che le persone sentissero sensazione contrastanti, e fossero incuriosite da un’altra dimensione, e si ponessero domande. Il 
mio lavoro é caratterizzato da anatomie e forme miste: volti e corpi umani sono combinati con diverse texture e pelli, dando 
vita ad esseri ibridi. Questo è stato il punto di partenza di tutto il mio lavoro.

As many other artists, Francesca always knew that she would be an artist.  Her path was not so clear but all that fascinated 
her was about art crafts and fine arts. Francesca owes this passion to her family and her grandmother used to take her to 
see the great art of Italian classics: Donatello, Michelangelo, Bernini, Giotto and many others were her companions.  Fran-
cesca was enthralled by the story of their lives. On the other hand, her father’s passion for bricolage gave her the opportunity 
to learn how to use different tools and materials at a very early age. Francesca was capable of making her own toys and that 
fulfilled her with a strange sense of power.

Italian: Racconta cosa ti ha portato ad essere un’artista visual. 
Come molti, ho sempre saputo che sarei diventata artista. Il mio percorso non era del tutto chiaro, ma da sempre sonostata 
affascinata dall'artigianato e le belle arti. Devo questa passione alla mia famiglia: mia nonna mi portava a vedere la grande 
arte dei classici italiani: Donatello, Michelangelo, Bernini, Giotto e molti altri sono stati i miei compagni e sono stato affas-
cinata dalla storia della loro vita. D'altra parte, la passione di mio padre per bricolage mi ha dato l'opportunità di imparare a 
utilizzare diversi strumenti e materiali in età molto precoce. Ero in grado di costruire i miei giocattoli, cosa che mi riempiva 
di uno strano senso di potere.

What are the key elements that launched your artistic career?
Francesca shares “I think these key elements are my technical knowledge combined with my visual proposal. I firmly believe 
that good art needs a strong concept and a powerful image. It’s important for an artist to be able to give that image with a 
mastered virtuoso technique.”

Italian: Quali sono gli elementi chiave che hanno lanciato la tua carrier?
Credo che questi elementi chiave siano le mie conoscenze tecniche in combinazione con la mia proposta visiva. Sono fer-
mamente convinta che la buona arte abbia bisogno di un concetto forte e un'immagine potente. E 'importante che un artista 
sia in grado di dare questa immagine con una tecnica virtuosistica perfettamente dominate. 

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works and how much time to you spend in the studio.
Francesca says “I basically use two different processes. The first is the traditional one: I model wax base clay, take a silicon 
mold and cast a resin final piece. The second one is a direct technique: I create with epoxy clay, a special two parts material 
which hardens when mixed. 

The timing is very different: the first method is longer, it allows many changes during the process of modeling, and it adds 
time because the mold and castings. It generally takes a couple of weeks to complete a piece. The second one is faster 
because it cuts 4 days of the mold making. Recently I’ve been using a combined technique, where I add intricate details 
with epoxy, on a cast resin. Due to my many activities as a teacher, sometimes my time in the studio is less than I’d like, But 
I always try to have a few hours each day. In my best days I can spend 12 hours or more working.

Italian: Parlaci del tuo processo artistico per la creazione delle opere e di quanto tempo passi nello studio.
Io fondamentalmente uso due diversi processi. Il primo è quella tradizionale: Modello in plastilina, realizzo uno stampo di 
silicone e un pezzo finale di resina. Il secondo è una tecnica diretta: lavoro con argilla epossidica, uno speciale materiale 
in due parti che induriscono quando sono mescolati. La tempistica è molto differente: il primo metodo è più lungo, permette 
molti cambiamenti durante il processo di modellazione, e allunga il tempo per lo stampo e colate. Si richiede in genere un 
paio di settimane per completare un pezzo. Il secondo è più veloce, perché taglia 4 giorni di stampi. Recentemente ho usato 
una tecnica combinata, dove aggiungo dettagli intricati con resina epossidica, su un pezzo in resina.
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A causa delle mie numerose attività come insegnante, a volte il mio tempo nello studio è meno di quanto mi piacerebbe, 
ma cerco sempre di passarci alcune ore al giorno. Nei miei giorni migliori posso lavorare 12 ore o più.

What’s the inspiration behind your work?
Francesca shares “I generally dream about my works. But lately I’m also inspired by daily life. I can find inspiration in de-
tails, in a skinfold or in the way light reflects on a surface. I fix my inspirations in sketches which I can work and elaborate 
more lately, to find a proper image.”

Italian: Qual é l’ispirazione dietro i tuoi lavori?
I generally dreamed my works. But lately I’m also inspired by daily life: I can find inspiration in details, in a skinfold or in 
the way light reflects on a surface. I fix my inspirations in sketches which I can work and elaborate more lately, to find a 
proper image.

With your body of works tell us what you’re hoping to convey to your audience.
Francesca shares “My work is about self-identity, transformation, sense of belonging, the connection between human 
beings, with the cosmos and the divine. My art means to be a self-knowing tool.  It’s not my interest to give a specific 
message to people, but it’s very important to me to move something in them, to touch them. Everyone has his own path 
and way, and a single piece of art cannot generate the same inside different people. I think art fulfills his mission when-
ever someone changes his feelings or thoughts after being touched.”

Italian: Cosa stai sperando di trasmettere al pubblico con I tuoi lavori?
Il mio lavoro riguarda l'identità di sé, la trasformazione, il senso di appartenenza, la connessione tra gli esseri umani, con 
il cosmo e il divino. La mia arte vuole essere uno strumento di auto conoscenza: non è mio interesse dare un messaggio 
specifico alle persone, ma è molto importante per me a muovere qualcosa in loro, toccarli. Ognuno ha il suo percorso e 
il modo di essere, e lo stesso pezzo d'arte non può generare la stessa cose in persone diverse. Penso che l'arte abbia 
compiuto la sua missione ogni volta che qualcuno cambia i suoi sentimenti o pensieri dopo esserne stato toccato.

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Francesca shares “I always go with the classics. I deep admire Michelangelo, because of his ability of capture the mo-
ment of movement and of portrait the very consistency of the flesh. To me, he is the best sculptor ever. As a painter, I 
admire Sandro Botticelli because the brightness of the light and the combination of colors. I also love his way of paint as 
a modern illustration.  It seems more a painted drawing than a traditional painting. Finally, between contemporary, my 
favorite living artist is Javier Marin: a modern Michelangelo. His sculptures have the strength and the power of the clas-
sics, but with a very Mexican touch.

Italian: Cita tre artisti famosi che ammiri e spiega il perché.
Preferisco sempre i classici. Nutro una profonda ammirazione per Michelangelo, per la sua capacità di cogliere l'attimo 
nel movimento e di ritrarre la vera consistenza della carne. Per me, è il migliore scultore di tutti I tempi. Come pittore, 
ammiro Botticelli per la luminosità della luce e la combinazione di colori. Mi piace anche il suo modo di dipingere come 
in illustrazione moderna: sembra più un disegno colorato che una pittura tradizionale. Infine, tra i contemporanei, il mio 
artista vivente preferito è Javier Marin: un moderno Michelangelo. Le sue sculture hanno la forza e la potenza dei classici, 
ma con un tocco molto messicano.

What individuals were significant to your art career and in what roles have these individuals played in your ca-
reer?
Francesca shares “As I told before, in my childhood my family was key to my artistic sensibility. As I grew up, I met my 
best friend and great artist David C. Fragale, an Italian photographer and filmmaker. At the time, we were studying togeth-
er Art Academy and worked on several short movies projects. His beautiful decadent vision of life showed me the beauty 
of nature and of living things in a new mysterious way. I was profoundly touched by his sensibility and I sometimes still 
feel that there is a part of him in my work.” 

“Lately, my ex-husband played a key role in my development as an artist; in fact, he pushed me to be a complete sculptor 
by my own. There was also people who showed me the path in a less gentle way, but we always learn best from errors 
and falls, and by contrasts.”

Gioia by Francesca
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Italian: Quali persone sono state significative per la tua carriera artistica e quali ruoli hanno giocato?
Come ho detto prima, nella mia infanzia la mia famiglia è stato fondamentale per la mia sensibilità artistica. Piú tardi conob-
bi il mio migliore amico e grande artista David C. Fragale, un fotografo e regista italiano. Al momento stavamo studiando 
insieme all’accademia e lavorando su diversi progetti si cortometraggi. La sua stupenda visione decadente della vita mi ha 
mostrato la bellezza della natura e delle cose viventi in una nuova maniera misteriosa. Sono stata profondamente toccata 
dalla sua sensibilità e a volte sento ancora che ci sia una parte di lui nel mio lavoro. 

Piú tardi, il mio ex marito ha giocato un ruolo chiave nel mio sviluppo come artista: infatti mi ha spinto ad essere una scultrice 
completa.  Ci sono state anche alter persone che mi hanno mostrato il percorso in modo meno gentile, ma si impara sempre 
meglio da errori e cade, e dai contrasti.

Tell us about two important exhibition opportunities where you have exhibited your work and explain how that 
impacted your career.
Francesca shares “My first solo show was a very important point in my career. After several rejections from galleries, who 
considered my work unmarketable because too visually strong.  In 2011, I came to knock to the Alfredo Matus’s door: José 
Maria Velasco gallery, one of the most ancient galleries of the national Fine Art galleries circuit. It was a fortune: Alfredo’s 
vision of art was different, and he was constantly looking for new different talents and unconventional visual languages. I 
booked my show within few months. Thanks to the great diffusion of the media, I appeared on almost all newspapers of the 
city, on national TV, radio and on gigantic publicity’s posters on the subway. My career really began!”

“My second most important show was in 2014. I was at the time feeling restless. I couldn’t find myself home in México nor 
in Italy. I needed to meet people with same experiences and find a sense to my life. I decided to prepare a big exhibition 
about Italian migration in México, to find my own roots. I interview more than 50 people in the Mexican republic, from all 
ages and backgrounds, but with one thing in common, they were Italians living in Mexico. I wanted it to be a huge project 
so I work hard to find resources: I got a fundraiser, sponsors for materials, pictures, catalog and graphics. I had the support 
of the Italian Embassy and Chamber of Commerce. The opening was a huge success, many people attended. Along the 
exhibition time, I gave interviews, conferences, I presented the official catalog and I had a closing in collaboration with the 
Academia de Arte de Florencia (a music and dance beautiful improvisation between my sculptures). After 3 months I had 
a second opening in Ibero, one of the most important universities in Mexico, where again, I was able to take contact the 
medium and a new target of people.

Italian: Racconta di due importanti mostre in cui è stato esposto il tuo lavoro e spiega come questo influenzato la 
tua carrier 
La mia prima mostra personale è stato un punto molto importante nella mia carriera. Dopo vari rifiuti da gallerie, che consid-
eravano il mio lavoro non commerciabile perché visivamente troppo forte, nel 2011 ho bussato alla porta di Alfredo Matus: la 
galleria José Maria Velasco, una delle più antiche del circuito nazionale di Belle Arti. È stata una fortuna: la visione dell’arte 
di Alfredo era diversa, ed era costantemente alla ricerca di nuovi e diversi talenti e non linguaggi visivi convenzionali. Fis-
sammo la mostra nel giro di pochi mesi. Grazie alla grande diffusione con i media, sono apparsa su quasi tutti i giornali della 
città, sulla TV nazionale, radio e sui giganteschi manifesti pubblicitari della metropolitana. La mia carriera stava davvero 
cominciando!

La mia seconda mostra più importante è stata nel 2014: avevo in quel tempo una sensazione di irrequietezza: non riuscivo 
a sentirmi a casa né Messico né in Italia. Avevo bisogno di incontrare persone con le stesse esperienze e trovare un senso 
alla mia vita. Decisi di preparare una grande mostra sulla migrazione italiana in Messico, per trovare le mie radici. Intervistai 
più di 50 persone nella Repubblica Messicana, da ogni età e provenienza, ma con una cosa in comune: erano italiani che 
vivevano in Messico. Volevo che fosse un grande progetto, cosí lavorai sodo per trovare risorse: Ho ricevuto una fundrising, 
trovai sponsor per i materiali, le fotografie, il catalogo e la grafica. Trovai il sostegno dell’Ambasciata Italiana e della Camera 
di Commercio. L’inaugurazione fu un grande successo, molte persone vennero a visitare e vedere i lavori. Durante il tempo 
di esposizione, ho dato interviste, conferenze, ho presentato il catalogo ufficiale e ho avuto una chiusura della mostra in 
collaborazione con l'Academia de Arte de Florencia: una bellissima improvvisazione di musica e danza tra le mie sculture:. 
Dopo 3 mesi ebbi una seconda inaugurazione in Ibero, una delle università più importanti in Messico, dove ancora una volta 
sono stata in grado di prendere contatto con media e un nuovo target di persone.

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial 
to your career? Or a combination of both styles worked best?
Francesca shares “I usually work both ways. I prefer to keep more channels opened because I never know where the next 
client is coming from.”

Response in Italian: La rappresentanza delle gallerie é stata una parte intricate della tua carriera, o é stato piú effi-
cace lavorare in maniera indipendente? O é stato meglio una combinazione di entrambi I metodi?
Di solito lavoro in entrambe le direzioni. Preferisco tenere più canali aperti, perché non si sa mai da dove il prossimo contatto 
puó venire.

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years? 
Francesca shares “My work is evolving all the time, because it is a means of exploration and of knowledge of self.  How-
ever, it’s important to me to keep a common thread.  I believe people always look for a mix of new things with recognizable 
details to identify with. I’m planning to expand my work and explore new techniques, and also to introduce my work in new 
countries. I’m right now working on my new collection that will be shown on 3rd November 2016, in Fly Studio gallery in 
Mexico City.

Italian: Cosa si puó aspettare il pubblico nei prossimi tre anni?
Il mio lavoro è in continua evoluzione, perché è un mezzo di esplorazione e di auto conoscenza, ma è importante per me 
mantenere un filo conduttore: credo che la gente cerchi sempre per un mix di cose nuove con dettagli riconoscibili con i 
quali identificarsi. Sto pensando di espandere il mio lavoro e di esplorare nuove tecniche, e anche di introdurre il mio lavoro 
in nuovi paesi.
Sto in questo momento lavorando al mio nuova collezione, che verrà mostrato il 3 novembre 2016, in galleria Fly Studio in 
Città del Messico.

Visit Francesca's website at http://francescadallabenetta.com

Eufrosine by Francesca
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Cloto by FrancescaCuore by Francesca
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III_nK_02 by Romana Brunnauer
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prolific artist     Rahmaan aka "Statik"

Mural by Rahmaan Statik
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R
ahmaan aka "Statik" grew up on the South Side of Chicago, surrounded by urban art and public mu-

rals. In Rahmaan’s early childhood his mom let him to express himself artistic by allowing him to draw on the walls of our 
house.  Stimulation of the arts a young child also came in the form of watching tons of cartoons and reading plenty of comic 
books.  Rahmaan’s creative talents were fully supported by his family. Rahman recalls his uncle and step father nurturing his 
gift and encouraging his artistic interest by spending time drawing with him. In addition, Rahmaan was 
fascinated by the gang and hip hop graffiti artists I in his youth.  

Rahmaan became inspired to be involved with the subculture of urban graffiti. After a consequent arrest for “vandalism” 
Rahmaan’s was on a mission to legitimize the production of aerosol murals. The main focus of Rahmann’s work was public 
murals that fuse the graffiti aesthetic with a classical training received from the American Academy of Art. 

As co-founder of RK Design, a graphic arts and mural company, Rahmaan has produced over 200 murals, multiple CD 
covers, book illustrations and logo designs. Through the Chicago Public Art Group, as well as Gallery 37, Rahmaan has 
instructed youth in mural painting techniques, as well as mentored young artists with their street art techniques. Rahmaan 
currently works out of his studio in the Pilsen neighborhood of Chicago, where in addition to pieces created in oil, acrylic, 
graphite, pen & ink, pastels, mosaic tile, spray paint and digital media, he is developing an instructional video on large-scale 
aerosol pieces.

Rahmaan fully embodies the subculture of urban graffiti while he works in full collaboration with the fine art world.  With his dynamic and diverse artistic style 
Rahmaan brands himself as a street artist, afro futurist, creative liberator, art instructor, commercial artist and graffiti artist. 

As a person of color what has been your experience in the art world? What are your challenges or barriers being a person of color? If so, how 
have you overcome those barriers?  How has being a person of color worked to your advantage?
Rahmaan’s experience in the art world have had its highs and lows but it could always be better. Rahmann speaks candidly “Having a back ground as a 
commercial artist, I was classically trained to create art that had a marketable look. I basically spend my entire work week making art for commercial use and 
on the weekend I make art for myself. Operating as a commercial artist I am not making art from my personal perspective. I am making art for the client’s 
objective artistic standard, and creative needs. I consider myself a very open minded artist, that respect all art and cultures.” 

“Will all of that experience I am still type casted. It seems like being type casted is the only way people, galleries and critics get to categorize your work.   
This way of typecasting seems to make it easier to market a sell the artist work.”

“Art is about perspective. My perspective is always going to be that of a black male. This perspective will always have a negative stigma behind it that people 
outside of this group often do not want to see or hear. The reality of this perspective America can’t deal with and the world views as a novelty.”

“Even if no one cares to listen. I will still tell my story. My catalog of work is more than commissioned art work and pretty pictures.” 

Reflecting on the global arts/cultural arena, are African Americans making an impact, struggling for recognition within the art world, or a combination of both?  
What’s your perception?
Rhamaan speaks candidly “Yes it is a struggle from both sides. The side of African Americans and the side of the art world. The world sees the aesthetic of 
African American work as an urban, ghetto, novelty. The African American community tends to not want work with shock value. This shock value is what sets 
trends in art. Setting trends in art is what makes you a force to be reckoned with in the art world. Black Art is American art and vice versa.” 

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Rahmaan shares “Caravaggio, the god father of light out of dark painting technique; Carrie James Marshal, a master of telling the story of the African Amer-
ican artist; and Mear One, a master aerosol artist.” 

How does an artist develop the techniques to become a skilled muralist, street artist? What length of time does it take to master the skills to be 
a great?
Rahmann shares advice for emerging artists “You must stay humble and respectful to the communities you are working in; get over your fear of heights; 
paint the entire wall not just small sections. This is not a studio painting; painting one wall does not make you a street, mural, or graffiti artist. Paint as many 
walls as possible. It gives you more credibility.”

Do you have a preference between creating your studio work and creating murals on the street? If so why?
Rahmaan shares “I like both just as much because a number of my mural concepts started as studio paintings.”  Rahmaan shares his first international street 
art was in Honduras, San Pedro Sula. 2008

Tell us about your experience exhibiting in galleries.  How has these exhibitions provided more opportunities? And why?
Rahmaan speaks candidly “To be honest I have not had a good experience working with a number of galleries. Most galleries I have worked with have not 
done a good job marketing my work. It seems like a system of renting wall space to artists and profiting off of the artist’s personal following. And after poor 
marketing and artist promotions, they still want 50% of the sale of the artist’s work. My best gallery exhibits have been pop up galleries. In which I rent a 
store front and operate as an art gallery for a short period of time. This way I do all of my own marketing and I make a profit once I make my money back that 
I invested in renting the space.  This is not any disrespect to galleries that do their job of promoting and marketing the artist work. However, if your gallery 
has no collectors or mailing list of art buyers. You are technically renting walls.”

Pride and Joy, Rahmaan Statik  
Wynwood , Stevie Ray Vaughan Art Basel 2015. Miami . 2800 N Miami
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Global Intellect by Rahmaan Statik
87th Cottage Grove , Chicago
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Tell us about any international projects you are involved in now.
Rahmaan shares “Sense I am an expecting father this year my international projects are coming to a halt. The only thing I have planned this year is the 
Meeting of Styles in St. Louis Mo in September and Art Basel Miami FL in December.”  The Meeting of the Styles has given Rahmaan increased exposure 
internationally, allowed him to connect and collaborate with the graffiti/street artists community, to produce great art, and has been beneficial overall to his 
career in the long term. 

Which countries fully embrace street art, support the street artists’ communities and have the best displayed public street art?  And why?
Rahmaan states “All countries that have not criminalized their artists. Any country that does not have legal issues with artists painting abandoned buildings 
and structures such as Germany, France, Mexico, Thailand, and in the U.S.A Miami, FL.”

Does the U. S. fully embrace street art and street artist’s communities?  Or is the U.S. lacking behind the latest graffiti art trends? if so why?
Rahmaan speaks candidly “The U.S has a hard time embracing graffiti/street art due to the issue of a visual space being privatized for commercial use. 
Therefore, people have a hard time viewing art in public space that is not commercial advertising. Or if you are corporate or state sponsored you can buy 
wall space. People tend to give bad art a pass because it is popular and it makes a lot of money. 

Ironically the ghettos of most cities is where you will find good street art and graffiti thriving. This is because at first glance these areas are less desirable. 
In time these areas become urban cultural hubs and become tourist attractions. Once these areas become tourist attractions they get exploited, gentrified, 
demolished and replaced with “high-rise luxury condominiums “ marketed as hip artist communities with little or no artists.

Tell us how local street artists start getting scene at international events.
“Rahmaan shares “This is solely connected with art work sales nepotism and being the flavor of the month. It is all about having friends in the right places. 
This is the way the game is played.” 

What is one of the most inspiring moments in your career?
Rahmaan shares “Working for Toyota and Garret’s popcorn and the city of Rosemont. These were good commercial art collaborations that pushed my 
work to the next level. The staff were good people that respected the art with 5-star treatment. Also these projects had excellent marketing campaigns for 
the completion of the project. I seriously need more projects like this in my life.” 

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years? 
Rahmaan’s shares” I’ll be returning to the international national street art circuit, more merchandise, more videos, more art that invokes anger and happi-
ness, more pop up gallery shows, more art work on bill boards, hundreds of more walls and paintings, and new brand called R. Statik”

Art Institutionalized (oil on canvas) right page
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Welcome to STATIKONE.NET.

www.statikone.net

Welcome to STATIKONE.NET. STATIKONE.NET is 
an online art archive for the art works and biogra-
phy of Rahmaan Statik Barnes. All art work on this 
website is was created ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQ41c3b5ziU

Rising Artist: Meet Rahmaan Statik - Presented by Toyota 
...
www.youtube.com

Professional mural artist, Rahmaan Statik, talks about his 
background and how he got started as an artist. #LetsEle-
vate SUBSCRIBE: http://bit.ly/ToyotaSubscr...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6u1sKCzSyKU 

Rahmaan Statik Logan Square Graffiti Mural
www.youtube.com

Mural By Rahmaan Statik Location - Logan Square, Chi-
cago Song - Sun God By He.llsent Video By Sense Float-
ingphotograph.com 2012

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mx0y2MKrFT4 

Rahmaan Statik, is talking graffiti - 
Chicago artist Rahmaan Statik is talking about the graffiti 
culture and about Chicago. The entire version is to be 
found at www.artbyvideo.com

https://vimeo.com/34923362 

Global Intellect by Rahmaan Statik - A mural in min-
utes ...
vimeo.com

Garrett Popcorn Presents Global Intellect by Rah-
maan Static Time lapse video of artist Rahmaan 
Statik creating the Global Intellect mural at the 87th 
Street Garrett ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoqnZExd1KU 

Rahmaan Statik [Chicago Street Art Stories]
www.youtube.com

Rahmaan Statik [Chicago Street Art Stories] 
Claudia Cassidy Theater at Chicago Cultural 
Center. For more, http://www.publicartinchica-
go.com/chicago-street-ar...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv4L-4hYik4 

Rahmaan Statik 2011 Collection Showcase promo
www.youtube.com

STATIK'S 2011 COLLECTION IS ON DISPLAY AND 
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE NOW AT RGB LOUNGE 
IN CHICAGO!!!!! ARTIST STATEMENT: Doctors save 
lives, police fight crime,...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2376kPwC2c4 

Artist paints Mexican-American mural
www.youtube.com

Chicago artist Rahmaan Statik talks about a mural he 
is painting with the help of area residents, across the 
street from the Barry Street Recreation Center i...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2376kPwC2c4
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Invincibility  a collaboration of Rahmaan "Statik" and the artist Terrence Byas "Dredski" 
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Rahmaan Statik and @mauy_1985 . Chaing Mai Thailand 2016 . Woman's 
prison wall production. Painted with domestic Thailand auto spray paint . 
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luis martin
New York Correspondent

Three Art Movements In New York Today! 

At this moment, art being made by artists living and working in New York City, has a strong yet subtle sense of accessibility 
as central theme. Through material, practice and space, artists are having a conversation about democratic art. Art’s history 
is characteristically undemocratic.  What is valued by institutional ideology as “Art” consists of cultivated understandings and 
tastes that are best reared by expensive experience and privileged access. It is exciting, though at time even baffling, to see 
art that directly and indirectly engages art praxis in a democratic context. This is a snapshot of three distinct practices fluctu-
ating and evolving in the hands of artists now.  

Visiting a New York City (NYC) gallery or perhaps hopping open studios, one will surely be faced with Post Internet Art. Post 
Internet Art emerges from the visual lexicon and concepts informed by access to technology to a generation of artists whom 
have been on line since the cradle. The new possibilities of generating imagery that personal computers and the internet 
granted, gave way for a detached dialog about the zeitgeist. Some of the most important themes explored in Post Internet 
Art is that of multiplicity and the availability of pre-designed graphics or desk top art. Artist Nari Kim creates “democratic 
objects” as she describes them, which she aims to take out of a hierarchical context. Kim uses a form of digital clip art, 
accessible to anyone with a personal computer to create an image that she then uses to create multiple dimensions of. 
She prints this image on wall paper, on which she hangs a frame wrapped in the same image. The frame then holds a 
print of the same original image, creating a conversation about manipulated space and accessibility to art production 
on a scalable manner. The work results in a clear and slightly aloof statement of conceptual dexterity.   

Another modality of art making that has informed a steady amount of art being made in NYC that dethrones notions 
of artists as master craftsman, is that of Zombie Formalism. The term was coined by art critic Walter Robinson, refers 
to art which is mostly interested in process and lacks a sense of commentary. Sometimes described as a “rich kids 
making art” trend, because of its lack of sense of mass consumable appeal, Zombie Formalism is made by artists 
interested in speaking in a visual language strictly understood by other artists. While the work tends to be an acute 
reflection of apathy in contemporary art, its appeal lies in its subversive nature to explore materials like saturated 
colored paint without mixing or rendering imagery, instead prominently using primal geometric shapes and mark 
making to at time create rudimentary figurative references. The freedom of theory, emphasis on process and ma-
terial as statement, becomes an inclusive and open invitation to explore art making without restrain or inhibition.

Across the country as in Bushwick in NYC or Wynwood in Miami, there has been an explosion of color and 
pop in neighborhoods not unfamiliar to graffiti. Driven by the need to appeal to a higher yielding real-estate 
market, a renaissance of murals has created a bridge between graffiti and art. Murals have a long history as 
an art form that promoted social ideas and encouraged pride by reflecting cultural victories. In the pre-internet 
seventies, murals were an important source to propagate ideas of resistance and introduce omitted histories 
to the marginalized in ghettos across major cities like Los Angeles and Chicago. This resurgence of murals, 
though sometimes strictly aesthetic, have the power to activate neighborhoods with a light heartedness un-
imaginable in drab and uninspired walls. In Bushwick, New York, the “Bushwick Collective” lead by a long 
time resident, has created corridors of murals in a once infamously dangerous neighborhood. Though at 
time criticized for their roaster of artists that only consists of a handful of local or native artists, the collec-
tive’s efforts have drawn 
visitors from around the world, infusing local businesses like cafes and restaurants with eager patrons.

This moment in art from the internet, to the studio, to the walls of up and coming neighborhoods, is 
filled with the palpable power of art to connect. Unlike any other time in history art is being used as a 
tool available to anyone willing to pick up the dialog. While NYC leads the way in artistic practices and 
trends this practice are occurring simultaneously in parallel practice nationwide. Ultimately it is the art-
ists, regardless of geography, to implement intention and perspective to create a genuine statement. 
This snapshot will not represent the art in NYC or anywhere else in the near future, one or more will 
diffuse and shape shift or drift into oblivion as a fad. You are invited and highly encouraged to jump 
into them and try them on for size.  

Luis Martin  
Director of Programming & Chief Curator 
Brooklyn Brush Studios
Parenthesis Art Space 
LUISMARTINART.com
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Three Art Movements In New York Today!

Nari Kim: 
http://narikim.org

Julie Torres:
http://julietorres.weebly.com
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JULIA HAW
photograph by Scott Kaplan
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Tchotzky by Julia Haw
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"The inspiration behind my work is
 breakups, sex, 

suicide bombers, 
memory deterioration, 
feminism, rap culture, 

ego, control, love, death 
and extremely ordinary objects 

– basically reality!” 

photograph by Scott Kaplan
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“The need to cre
ate 

has always r
esided in 

my sp
irit."

J
ulia Haw is a Flint, Michigan born artist who lives and 

work in Chicago and thrilled about her mid-2016 transition to 
New York city! Julie is recognized for her highly bold, nostal-
gia-inducing and memory-staining paintings. Drawing from his-
tory, her own rural upbringing and the present moment, Julie 
deals with issues rooted in her personal life, Midwestern cul-
ture and western culture at large.  Julia delves into feminism, 
ageism, memory deterioration, death, intimacy, and confron-
tational experiences.  She uses oil paint on cotton or linen as 
her mainstay medium, and work as directly and honestly as 
possible, in order to achieve empathetic coverage of these so-
cially and emotionally shared issues.  Julia has been able to 
achieve viewer pause through her highly dedicated work habit, 
vibrant color choices, straightforward subject matter, and by 
using people and objects within her community as models.  
Julie’s paintings tend to function as highly relatable, ensuing 
discussion amongst viewers, and bringing the public forum 
necessarily back.  

Julia’s works are mostly created directly from her own life ex-
periences as she finds those are the most authentic and vul-
nerable.  She works a lot from personal photographs combined 
with elements she researches.  Julia has refined her process 
a lot now and considers it very clean and direct (finally!).  She 
does not paint using a traditional technique per se — she never 
really has.  Julia works every day and this does not necessarily 
mean painting.  This also includes ruminating, living, absorbing, 
going to shows for inspiration, talking to other peers, personally 
training clients, exercising and experimenting with exercising, 
hustling, selling works, updating files, grant writing, traveling 
- the list goes on.  Ideas come within so Julia maintains an 
overall respect for herself in a nurturing sense.  Every day is an 
opportunity to create something and that does not just mean in 
2-D format.  Her painting sessions typically can last anywhere 
from 3-7 hours, with a total work day approximately 10 hours.  

Her work has been exhibited in such places as the Chicago 
Cultural Center, IL State Museum, Jonathan Ferrara Gallery, 
and extensively with Claire Molek.

Tell us what inspired you to become visual artist. What are 
the key elements that launched your artistic career?
Julia shares “The need to create has always resided in my spirit.  By this I 
mean I don’t know exactly what induces one to create from a very early be-
ginning.  I tried to translate my immediate environment into pictures, thus the 

photograph by Chris Nightengale
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subject matter was generally cats, pine trees and landscapes drawn on cheap stark white 
paper with any drawing material that was around.  My parents nurtured this artistic need and 
my favorite gifts were always art supplies, and they allowed my sister and I to have a full 
blwn art studio in the basement.”

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Julia shares “I don’t know at which point artists become “famous,” but there are a few artists 
whose work I really like right now.  One is Jamian Juliano-Villani; her work is fresh and com-
pletely unique and I like the tension between dark and humorous.  Another painter is right 
here in Chicago, Kenrick Mcfarlane. He’s simply going to be one of the greats. His 
works are just fucking good!   Hands down!  Michael Pajon is always a fa-
vorite of mine.  His collages are twinged with nostalgia and voodoo.  Dead: 
Van Gogh, for the most obvious of all reasons and Lucien Freud for his 
exquisite application of paint and gray tones. Turner… Buddhist temples, 
everything - everyone.”

What individuals were significant to your art career and why?
Julia explains “The people most significant to my own learning and devel-
opment of process have been those I’ve surrounded myself with.  I came 
here 8 years ago when I was just 26 and had recently graduated college.  
My first job here was working for Tony Fitzpatrick.  He has one of the most 
dedicated work ethics I’ve ever seen.  He taught me the importance of 
placing work above all else.  At that time he said “Leave this profession now 
if you don’t have a burning desire to do it every fucking day - because it’s 
HARD.”  Through his community I also developed a “family” of the many 
of the same characters I still surround myself with to this day.  One of the 
most important people I met at the time who also worked for him was Claire 
Molek.  We grew together, through moments, travels, gallery spaces, time, 
experiences, and hardships.  When we were feeling down (still now), we 

shake the other into the moment and say “This isn’t all for nothing.  We have to keep going and stay true to our vision.”  It helps 
so much to have “life partners” like this who will always remind you of who you are.  She has dealt my artwork for the past 5-6 
years to private collectors.  I learn from those who are already in very successful positions willing to offer me advice based on 
their own trials and tribulations - as well as my peers who are right there with me snowballing.  A short list of those who have 
greatly influenced me here in Chicago specifically are visual artists Tony Fitzpatrick, Wesley Kimler, Carlos Rolon/Dzine, and 
filmmaker Steven Conrad.”

What’s the inspiration behind your work?
Julia says “Breakups, sex, suicide bombers, memory deterioration, feminism, rap culture, ego, control, love, death and extremely 
ordinary objects – basically reality!” 

Your work depicts powerful imagery, what are you hoping the audience will experience?
Julia states “Honestly, and I always feel like this sounds sappy but I seriously just want to connect with my audience.  We’re all in 
this mad, turbulent world together experiencing the same love, sex, disorder and existential crisis - being human.”

Tell us about your experience exhibiting in galleries.  What exhibition opportunities made a significant impact to your 
art career?
Julia shares “I started off like most artists, showing anywhere I could.  I’ve shown my work in pop-ups, cafes, museums and 
traditional galleries and all have been unique experiences.  Not all have been beneficial, but that’s part of learning.  At this stage 
my goal is to turn down any opportunity that doesn’t intuitively feel right.  I’ve learned to keep my head hunkered down and focus, 
saying only yes to the right exhibitions for me.  My most significant showing to date has been with the Illinois State Museum.  It 
garnered a reasonable amount of press and was my first solo showing with a museum.  It felt really good to walk into the space 
downtown for the first time.  I was with Claire Molek and my friend Peter Ludlow.  I teared up and we all hugged one another.”   

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to 
your career? Or have has combination of both styles worked best?
Julia opens up to say “I can’t realistically answer this as I have not yet been offered gallery representation.  I have solely worked 
independently and with dealer Claire Molek, selling directly to private collectors.  I have been able to make a full time career 
making art for four years now.  I always said by 30 I’d be doing this - well, at 30 I got fired by a multi-millionaire collection I was 

Brushes photographed by Michael Ruzicka
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Fortitude of Heart by Julia Haw
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running downtown.  Thus, I started working for myself.  This was after about 4 years working as a personal assistant to 
artists, a film director, a doctor, a lawyer and a private investor.  I’ve definitely done the bitch work; I’ve stocked expensive 
groceries, bought fresh flowers, taken in designer boots to be re-soled, gotten overly specific Starbucks orders, and looked 
at receipts so staggering it rendered me speechless. I think everyone should pay their “dues” in order to learn.  From this 
I learned humility, what it takes to acquire success and wealth, as well as how I don’t want to navigate my personal reality.  
 
As a woman what has been your experience in the art world? 
Julia responds openly “At one time I considered changing my artistic name to be Jules, in order to be considered sexually 
ambiguous.  Then I was like Fuck That!  I am a woman; I am beautiful, strong, sensual and intelligent.  I was once told by an 
artist “You’ve got to work twice as hard being a woman.”  I have to be real, do see males even in their early 20’s garnering 
success pretty quickly. However, oftentimes this success is flash-pan.  But it is real and happens much more often than with 
women.  I simply keep my focus and operate on a path of patience and longevity.”  

Have you experienced any challenges or barriers pursuing your art career?  If so how have you overcome those 
challenges and barriers? 
Julia shares “The only barriers have simply been rejections.  But I know if I am not being rejected I’m simply not trying.  I get 
rejected about 80% of the time – totally okay with that!  There have been times where I’ve cried over something I was really 
excited about, only to receive a brief rejection email.  This is all part of it.  Once a creep of doubt or fear crawls in our minds 
is when we should really be upset and work to transform that.  I could never stand the thought of being at the end of my life 
looking back and feeling any sense of regret.  That would kill me.   

What are your thoughts of what is significantly impacting and changing the art world today? 
Julia’s explains “I think the number one aspect impacting and transforming the art world today is the wealth of opportunity, 
exposure, self-promotion/management via the internet and social media that is right there at our disposal.  We are operating 
in a time like never before; a time that gives us more control than ever before.  I’ve sold more works through Facebook or 
Instagram than anything else and wouldn’t be able to make a living at this point, without these facets of sharing.  With these 
outlets comes a platform 24/7.  It is why so many galleries are closing in lieu of massive overhead costs and switching to 
online or pop-up modes.”     

Tell us what changes you would like to see in the art world. And what do you think should remain the same in the 
art world?
Julia shares “Number one change: Art should be made accessible for everyone, not just the elite.  We must eliminate the 
bourgeoisie, elitist attitudes and act human again.  Keep the doors open, engage in conversation, share a coffee and allow 
questions.  One of my goals is to be in the homes of those considered “non-collectors”; basically 99% of our society, not just 
in the homes (or climate controlled warehouses) of big 1% collectors.  I do this by offering more accessible price points with 
drawings or smaller paintings, as well as payment plans.”

Tell us how you want to leave your mark on the art world.
Julia shares “I will be highly regarded by my peers, make very good money, and maintain steady success while keeping 
my integrity and humility.  People will remember me for my work, operational ethics, and positive attitude.  Above all, my 
work will be largely understood as a commitment to authenticity - and act as a conduit to help people deal with life through 
empathy.”    

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years? 
Julia state “The best work I have ever made.” 

Visit Julia's website at http://www.juliahaw.com

Don't Fret by Julia Haw
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The Last Meal
by Julia Haw
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PROJECTS

Anniversary Exhibition

NOOR BLAZEKOVIC

Watch IRREVERSIBLE  PROJECTS 10th ANNIVERSARY VIDEO

photograph by  Natasha Kertes

10 years 
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Once a while there is someone who arrives on the scene who takes our breath away, who is a cut above, and has 
that dynamic energy to take us on a wonderful journey.  Noor Blazekovic has an infectious spirit that has propelled to be 
an extremely successful, driven entrepreneur with over twenty years of expertise.  As Noor reflects back, she has learned 
valuable knowledge and continues to shares her wealth of experience through her IRREVERSIBLE projects. Throughout 
Noor’s art career her goal has been to work with artists lives while balancing the economics presented as an entrepreneur.

Noor Blazekovic was born in Maracaibo, Venezuela and has resided in the United States for over fifteen (15) 
years.  To compliment her business experience Noor has a Bachelor of Arts in communications from Universidad Central de 
Venezuela and complimentary are her wealth of expertise in the communications/journalism.  As an entrepreneur, Noor is 
the Founder, Publisher, and Chief Editor of Projects for her company IRREVERSIBLE projects & magazine since 2006.  In 
addition, Noor finds time to operate her another venture where she is Executive Director/General Producer for Art in Public 
Places and Giants in The City which is art project in public places featuring inflatable sculptures nationally and internation-
ally.

To understand the gravity and just how much Noor is a force of nature, here is what Carlos Suarez de Jesus (Art Critic) 
proclaimed about her:

At a time when cultural institutions and art projects are suffering restrictive budget cuts and scaling back programs, 
and when publications are disappearing due to a lack of advertising dollars, what Noor Blazekovic is accom-
plishing with IRREVERSIBLE an International art project and Giants In The City is simply astonishing. Practically 
single-handedly, and with an admirable determination of purpose that miraculously trumps her scant financial re-
sources, she has succeeded in transforming her dream into a cultural portal joining creative voices from Miami to 
Tokyo, from Spain to Switzerland and beyond. She has become a catalyst for linking artists of diverse vision in her 
publication and Giants in the City monumental inflatable sculptures traveling exhibit. Whether she meets an artist 
in her travels to art fairs and creative forums in the United States, Latin America, Europe or Asia, Blazekovic has 
a knack for attracting those she encounters in the spirit of collaboration.  And, unlike any common show, her work 
serves as a portable exhibit because she approaches them with the eye of a curator.

Her goal has always been to “strive to broaden the global understanding of contemporary art and to foster cultural 
exchange by creating new paradigms through creative initiatives.” Working in any of her projects you will not only 
find some provocative art, but perhaps more importantly, an equal measure of Blazekovic’s clarity, boldness and 
independence, not to mention a resolute and unwavering passion for doing what she loves.

At a turning point in Noor’s career, she discovered in her hometown Miami there was not enough voices speaking in general 
for artists.  Noor has been determined to provide new experiences and opportunities for local to international artists which 
she strongly believes fills a void in the area.  As a result, Noor decided to launch IRREVERSIBLE Projects & Magazine 
to provide career breaking opportunities for artists. IRREVERSIBLE is a pioneering international, exhibition platform for 
all projects that transcend the classical art show including small format, large scale installations, theatrical events, mixed 
media, video projections, massive sculptures, music, live performances & unlimited kids programs. IRREVERSIBLE makes 
buying and collecting art accessible and affordable. Many of Noor’s artists have succeeded outside of the traditional gallery 
system, emerging through all backgrounds she deals with cutting-edge art, and the IRREVERSIBLE  team are viewed as 
one of the most influential exhibition platforms of the era. IRREVERSIBLE projects and magazine have become breeding 
grounds for cutting edge exhibitions. Noor’s versatility provides a platform for emerging artists, giving them the opportunity 
to showcase their talent, as well as offering more established artists the freedom to play and produce experimental exhibi-
tions.

Noor states “I am constantly on the lookout for what is meaningful in this era. Art is a language possibly more important than 
words as it directly speaks to emotions and feelings. IRREVERSIBLE is a collective experience I pursue to reach everyone, 
adults and children.  I want to make sure we all remember that most adults have difficulty dreaming and I have this childish 
desire to bring our dreams back”

IRREVERSIBLE Projects - Art Palm Beach Exhibition
http://www.irreversibleprojects.com/#!art-fairs/cee5
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IRREVERSIBLE Projects - Art Palm Beach Exhibition
http://www.irreversibleprojects.com/#!art-fairs/cee5
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What’s the inspiration that has guided you to be who you are professional? 
Noor shares “There is a real nice quote I love: Do not let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do. The 
writer's secret is inspiration - for it is never clear where it comes from. The writer's secret is his stubbornness, 
his patience. I think my stubbornness, hardheadedness and lack of fear drives me forward.  To make a mistake 
is what has allowed me to achieve my dreams.   As a result I think of myself as unconventional, I guess.”
“Success comes in all shapes and colors. You can be successful in your job and career but you can equally be 
successful in your marriage, at sports or a hobby. Whatever successes you are after there is one thing all radi-
cally successful people have in common: Their ferocious drive and hunger for success makes them never give 
up! Successful people often paint a picture of the perfect ascent to success. In fact, some of the most successful 
people in the art business, entertainment and sport have failed. Many have failed numerous times but they have 
never given up. Successful people are able to pick themselves up, dust themselves off and carry on trying. This 
is simply the best description of what 10 years with IRREVERSIBLE has been for me.”

Tell us how your professional journey led you to curating exhibitions and what you experience while 
you're curating a project. 
Noor proudly says” IRREVERSIBLE mission is to help artists manage their collections and creative legacies, 
which may seem tedious and less important (certainly less fun) than making art. IRREVERSIBLE guides them 
through recording in a step-by-step process, no matter where they are in their career or archive development. 
Of course the easiest way to make a complete archive is to start recording the artwork history as it’s produced.  
Mid-career artists may think that organizing their records is a distraction from the creative practice and by the 
time they have worked for decades it may seem like an overwhelming task beyond their capability.”

“This is why a curator seeks a much more complete archive at every stage in an artist career. Artists often tell 
that their work “speaks for itself,” but trust me, curators, conservators, and researchers, art critics always want 
more information. IRREVERSIBLE offers the opportunity to archive photographs, records, and recollections 
which can be significant to understanding a work of art, its place in history, a movement, and ascertaining even 
within tan artist body of work. The year an artwork is completed is great information, but what came before or 
right after are also important in retrospective; it's a catalogue raisonné, or biographer. The importance of prov-
enance is truly undeniable. “

“Good photography of art is important, is a must for my publication, but it is not a satisfying substitute for a work 
that cannot be located at the time of an exhibition. With my work (exhibitions, projects, the magazine, and site 
specific installations) I truly consider the work of curators; helping artists to create the most complete exhibition 
and catalog for their legacy.”

Name the person(s) in the art world who were influential to your professional career. 
Noor shares “I have had exhibition booths for four (4) years at Art Basel Miami Beach which has been a huge 
learning experience.  Alejandro Mendoza has installed all exhibitions and has been a valuable resource for 
unedrstanding that part of the exhibition business. Lee Ann Lester is an extremely powerful, devoted women 
that who has shared her knowledge about the art world willingly. Rick Erens has been significant for me becom-
ing knowledgeable about printing/paper and mentored to be very effectively in a male environment - I greatly 
appreciate and respect him.  In additin, Richard Branson has shared his tricks of the trade which are of great 
assistance.

Tell us how you want to leave your mark on the art world.
Noor speaks candidly “Tangibility!  A print piece is a physical thing. Magazines stay in houses or offices for years. 
While many businesses have completely migrated their advertisement efforts to the web because of its cost 
effectiveness, exposure potential and convenience, print still maintains its stance as a powerful and necessary 
component. It becomes an historical document. There is something about print that gives a sense of legitimacy.”
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Tell us how you would like to change the art world. And what do you think should remain the same in the art world?
Noor shares “I don’t think in terms of changing the art world. I think of becoming catalysis or a peron who pushes change.  
You can do anything you set your mind to. I operate thinking how can I break more rules and on a daily basis I become more 
proof that most of the rules don’t work.” 

Name a person(s) you think has made a significant impact in the art world.
Noor shares “Mexico’s revered artist Francisco Toledo. Toledo is regarded as a promenient by everyone from politicians to 
younger artists because he has had the cojones and the ability to bring art to the masses. Francisco Toledo, who is regarded 
by many as Mexico’s most important and provocative living artist, works in an erotic, scatological, humorous, and mythical 
vein, making images that date from the first or third millennium. Toledo’s art is true to many materials, including handmade 
amate paper, ostrich shells, polychrome wax, natural pigments, stone, ceramic, bone, tortoise shells, and animal skins. He is 
also a highly productive artist on paper, producing many drawings, prints, and photographs each year.

Toledo was born the son of a shoemaker and tanner in 1940, in the town of Juchitan in the state of Oaxaca, Mexico; he later 
migrated to the capital city, also called Oaxaca, to attend the Benito Juarez Autonomous University, a sometimes frustrating 
experience he often recalls when speaking of his current public projects to increase Oaxacans’ access to cultural and educa-
tional resources. At the age of 17, Toledo studied at the Taller Libre de Grabado in Mexico City, where he met the celebrated 
Oaxacan painter Rufino Tamayo. From 1960 to 1965 he lived in Paris, painting, exhibiting, and eventually making many edi-
tions of graphic work in the studio of Stanley William Hayter. His work was recognized by many French critics including Andre 
Pieyre de Mandiargues, who said, "I know of no other modern artist who is so naturally penetrated with a sacred conception of 
the universe and a sacred sense of life, who has approached myth and magic with such seriousness and simplicity and who is 
so purely inspired by ritual and fable." Toledo’s return to Mexico in 1965 coincided with the emergence of “la Ruptura,” a new 
group of Mexican artists including Jose Luis Cuevas, Vicente Rojo, Rodolfo Nieto, Pedro Coronel, and Manuel Felguerez.

With proceeds from the sales of his drawings, prints, paintings, and photographs, Toledo has recently turned his attentions 
to the capital of his native state of Oaxaca, with the aim of conserving and protecting Oaxaca’s unique cultural and natural 
patrimony. Toledo, an ethnic Zapotec, has been instrumental in building a series of highly successful cultural institutions: the 
IAGO—a graphic arts museum and library; the MACO, a contemporary art museum; the Centro Fotografico Manuel Alvarez 
Bravo; the Francisco de Burgoa Library, a rare book library in the recently restored Convent of Santo Domingo; the TAPO, a 
handmade paper factory; PRO-OAX, an environmental and cultural protection nonprofit organization; and El Pochote, an art 
cinema. With the exception of the Burgoa Library and the MACO, where operating funds come from government and private 
sources, admission to these institutions is free of charge. Public access to cultural institutions and defending cultural/natural 
patrimony is a challenge to the status quo in Mexico.

As a woman what has been your experience in the art world? What have been your challenges or barriers being a 
woman? If so how have you overcome those barriers?  How has being a woman worked to your advantage?
Noor speak very candidly “My career has been tough from day one! The fact I wear a lot of pink, flowers (I laugh a lot) at the 
beginning worked against me.  However as I stated previously, I think my stubbornness, hardheadedness and lack of fear 
had a tremendous impact on a male dominated art world.”

“Despite encouraging signs of women’s improved status and visibility in the art world, there are still major systemic problems. 
Women artists are in a far better position today than they were 45 years ago, when Linda Nochlin wrote her landmark essay, 
Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists? 

Access to “high art” education, to which women have historically been denied, is now possible for many with finan-
cial means (According to The New York Times, in 2006 women represented more than 60 percent of the students 
in art programs in the United States). Moreover, the institutional power structures that Nochlin argued “made it 
impossible for women to achieve artistic excellence, or success, on the same footing as men, no matter what the 
potency of their so-called talent, or genius,” have been shifting. But inequality persists (Source http://www.artnews.
com/2015/05/26/taking-the-measure-of-sexism-facts-figures-and-fixes).”

Reflecting on the global arts/cultural arena, are women making an impact, struggling for recognition within the art 
world, or a combination of both?  What’s your perception?
Noor shares  I would like to share this prospective that is so eloquently summarized in this article. 

The common refrain that “women are treated equally in the art world now” needs to be challenged. The existence 
of a few superstars or token achiever—like Marina Abramovic, Tracey Emin, and Cindy Sherman—does not mean 
that women artists have achieved equality. Far from it! The more closely one examines art-world statistics, the more 
glaringly obvious it becomes that, despite decades of postcolonial, feminist, anti-racist, and queer activism and the-
orizing, the majority continues to be defined as white, Euro-American, heterosexual, privileged, and, above all, male. 
Sexism is still so insidiously woven into the institutional fabric, language, and logic of the mainstream art world that 

IRREVERSIBLE Projects - Art Palm Beach Exhibition
http://www.irreversibleprojects.com/#!art-fairs/cee5
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it often goes undetected (Source http://www.artnews.com/2015/05/26/taking-the-measure-of-sexism-facts-figures-
and-fixes.”

Reflecting on your professional journey what has been one of the most the influencing moments?
Noor shares “I think the most influential moment is coming, having the opportunity to showcase a world of ideas that took me 
10 years to achieve at the Zhou B Art Center under the guidance of Curator Sergio Gomez. This exhibition will become, no 
doubt, one of the most influencial moments in the first decade of my career. I’m looking forward to another 10 more years!”

Visit IRREVERSIBLE website at http://www.irreversibleprojects.com

Watch IRREVERSIBLE projects & magazine videos at https://vimeo.com/user1272276/videos

Watch IRREVERSIBLE  Projects 10th Anniversary video

IRREVERSIBLE Projects - Art Palm Beach Exhibition
http://www.irreversibleprojects.com/#!art-fairs/cee5

10 years 
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IRREVERSIBLE Projects - Sea Fair
http://www.irreversibleprojects.com/#!seafair-mega-yatch/b1el3
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IRREVERSIBLE Projects - Art Monaco
http://www.irreversibleprojects.com/#!art-monaco-fair/ab9qj
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ART CIRCLES
A Close up view of the opening during the Freak Out Exhibition crated by Didi Menendez and Sergio Gomez 

*exhibition photographs provided by Sergio Gomez 

Freak OUT! is an exhibition of the arts expressing the boldness, liberation, individuality, coming of age and decadence of the Disco era. The works will include visual arts in various mediums and styles including poetry, video, sculpture, and performance. The exhibition will 
take place in the 13,000 sf second floor gallery of the Zhou B Art Center. For this exhibition, Didi Menendez (PoetsArtists Magazine) and Sergio Gomez (Zhou B Art Center Curator) will collaborate to bring together a careful selection of talented artists celebrating the spirit 
of the Disco era. Through this exhibition, curators Menendez and Gomez will bring a unique celebratory experience to Chicago. There will be a disco ball!    Visit the Zhou B Art Center website at http://www.zhoubartcenter.com/
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Freak Out Exhibition
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Jimi Hendrix by Rahmaan Statik at Pride and Joy BBQ. B B King by Rahmaan Statik at Pride and Joy BBQ.
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L i z   M a r e s

photograph by Melissa Washburn
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Liz Mares is a contemporary artist and collector living in the Chicago-Land area. Her works are heavily 
influenced by the use of the line, architectural structure and the human experience. Liz’s works have been in 
exhibitions at the Customs House Museum (Clarksville, TN), Walnut Ink Projects (Michigan City, IN), 33 Contem-
porary Gallery (Chicago), Roman Susan Annex (Chicago) and most recently Mott St. (Chicago).

It might sound a little cliché, but Liz cannot think of a time when she wanted to do anything else. Her earliest 
memories are of drawing and writing; always getting lost into her varied worlds. Not much has changed Liz is still 
getting lost into the varied aspects of her art practice. 

Even though there are so many artists in the world, Liz still views art as somewhat of a dying entity. Liz explains 
“It is often one of the first elements of education to be defunded because it isn’t seen as a necessary knowledge. 
That is so damaging to the preservation of human culture. Visual, musical, theatrical arts are a universal lan-
guage. They give us an outlet for personal expression. I don’t want to imagine a world with nothing but robotic 
minds. This thought is what keeps me pushing for artistic expansion and I think that is what helps in propelling 
my art career – preservation.”

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works and how much time you spend in the 
studio.
Liz artistic process for creating her work is pretty intuitive.  She usually starts with a line and just let momentum 
take over. Liz likes the process of building; moving from one connection to the next and realizing how each indi-
vidual space contributes to a whole. Liz describes the process as a lot like life; continued self-exploration.

Liz studio is in her home so, she is always working.  Liz is surrounded by her ideas and she likes the fact that if 
something pops into mind, she has the luxury of being close to her art. Liz tries to spend at least one hour a day 
working; however, Liz says it is usually closer to 4 or 5 hours. Liz shares “That’s not to say that everything I’m 
working on turns into something usable. I’m always experimenting and figuring things out, preparing for my next 
move. It’s a full time job.”

Liz inspiration behind your work is all about connection and exploring how each element of existence is connect-
ed to the other. Physically, her work is inspired by architectural lines.  Liz adores looking at buildings and indus-
trial structures, seeing how their stark edges intersect with the natural world, and forming connections within the 
human/nature boundary line. 

The last few years I’ve really started to incorporate color into my works, as I was predominantly only working in 
black and white. That just adds a whole new dimension that has been a pleasure to explore.

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Liz shares “Frank Gehry is the most admired of all artists. Granted, he is an Architect, but the structures he de-
signs are nothing less than visual masterpieces. The way he can reinvent the line and make steel so fluid amazes 
me. It’s what I strive for in my own work: the grace of movement and fluidity in simplistic form.”

“Anne Truitt and Agnes Martin would be the other famous artists that I greatly admire. They have such a strong 
visual language in works that are so minimal. Both of them struggled in their careers and that vulnerability and 
sincerity is what I find so captivating. It takes a lot of soul to be able to present yourself in your most fragile states.”

For Liz, family and friends are always so very influential to your art career.  Liz states “They are the most honest 
and sincere of anyone in your life. They are definitely who you need to be around in order to grow a thicker skin.”

“I was very lucky to find a mentor, someone that helped guide me in the art world and teach me things I had no 
idea of. We’ve stayed close for 14 years and have become family, but whenever I have industry questions, she is 

Bird of Paradise No 2 Dechert LLP
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one of the first people I run to. She gives me a fresh perspective and I have nothing but 100% trust in her. I’m 
sure if I didn’t have her as a guiding force, I would have quit a long time ago.”

“We all need a special network, of trusted individuals, to help guide, support and to snap us back into reality 
(if we need it.) It’s an important piece of advice I learned early on. Nobody can do everything by themselves.”

With your work what are you hoping the audience will experience?
Liz says “Getting lost. Letting go. Connecting. It’s pretty simple and therapeutic.”

Tell us about your experience exhibiting in galleries.  What exhibition opportunities made a significant 
impact to your art career?
Liz shares “All my experiences with galleries have been fantastic, all professional and serious about the pro-
cesses of art. I think that’s important when working with galleries; that your energies mesh on some level and 
you feel comfortable and confident in the space.”

“Showing at the Customs House Museum in Clarksville, TN, helped to shape my practice. It helped me to pay 
more attention to the presentation and quality of my work. Once that started to take shape, my confidence level 
lifted and I started to take more risks. Risk taking is indeed a sign of growth.”

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more 
beneficial to your career? Or have has combination of both styles worked best?
Liz explains “I’ve never had a gallery represent my work. I’ve mostly been independent in that respect, so I 
can’t really say if it would be more beneficial then working independently. I have, however, worked with advi-
sors and independent brokerage firms in placing my work and I really like the freedom and laid back attitude 
so many of them have. So far, being an independent works really for me. That’s not to say, however, I wouldn’t 
work exclusively with a gallery down the road.”

Tell us how your professional journey led you to curating exhibitions and what you experienced while 
you're curating a project. 
Liz shares “I only have one curated exhibition under my belt and that was in 2015. It was an experience, let me 
tell you!  I know many artists abroad and wanted to curate a show that gave different perspectives on how they 
personally viewed the population from their home country. It turned out to be a very successful show, in that it 
opened a line of dialogue about how different cultural views shape how society sees.”

“In some respect, I bit off more than I could chew and fell short in my planning. I wanted this to be a traveling 
exhibition, but failed to secure any other interested venues to show it. While that’s disappointing, I didn’t feel 
disheartened by it. I learned valuable lessons.”

“Since then, I’ve watched and connected with other curators, learning their processes and taking note on how 
to go about curating for the future. As of right now, however, I don’t have any plans for curating another show. 
I still have a lot to learn.”

Have you experienced any challenges or barriers pursuing your art career?  If so how have you over-
come those challenges and barriers? 
Liz shares “Oh, absolutely! I think being an artist is synonymous with having challenges and barriers. Early on 
I was told that I shouldn’t even think about pursuing a life as an artist. That I wasn’t good enough and I would 
live poor forever. I just couldn’t accept that. So I pushed and I’m still pushing.”

“Now, I look forward to the challenges. If I consistently stay on the same level, I’ll never be at my fullest poten-
tial and in my life, I want to see how far I can go.” 

Liz Mares Room for Isadora Install 3 sm (top left)

Liz Mares Making 8Bit Weaver (bottom left)
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What are your thoughts of what is significantly im-
pacting and changing the art world today? 
Liz thinks “The art world is constantly change and 
shifting and reinventing itself. Sometimes, I don’t even 
have the desire to keep up with it as it can cause me 
to lose focus on what I’m trying to achieve. I find that 
when I keep my focus on my own self-expression, the 
work I create is more impacting.” 

Tell us what changes you would like to see in the 
art world. And what do you think should remain 
the same in the art world?
Liz shares “I would like changes for the art world, not 
so much in the art world. More public awareness and 
how the benefits of art can help to reawaken conver-
sation and community growth. How artistic expansions 
can be a unifying foundation and a much needed and 
necessary component to strengthening our youth.” 

“Art, on all levels, is so much more than just pretty 
things to look at or beautiful notes to hear. Art is a sav-
ing grace, but if it isn’t talked about or treated as such 
it’s seen as a waste of time and resource.” 

Tell us how you want to leave your mark on the 
art world.
Liz shares “If anything that I have ever created, im-
pacts or helps someone in this world, then I have left 
my mark. The little, simple gestures can help institute 
change. That’s all I want; to make things better.”

What can your audience look forward to in the 
next three years? 
Liz shares “Growth! It’s what I strive for every single 
day. I can’t say for certain where I will be, I try not to 
look that far ahead, but I definitely look forward to be-
ing upward bound!”

Visit Liz's website at www.lizmares.com

Liz Mares Roman Susan Annex
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WELCOME TO FLORENCE
GEOMETRY OF A CITY!  

* photographs by  Roberto Albrogehetti Italy Correspondent
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FLORENCE, GEOMETRY 
OF A CITY
By Roberto Alborghetti
Italy Correspondent

I think there is already some-
thing magical only pronouncing 
the name… Our thoughts turn 
to its monuments, its squares, 
its art, its architecture, its peo-
ple and its culture. We shall 
take the freedom of saying that 
we do not know of any other city 

in the world - even including cities with the greatest collec-
tions in art and in the sciences, as Rome, or London or Paris 
- that could be considered superior to Florence either for the 
number of museums or for the quality of exhibits.

It isn’t very dfficult to discover the reasons for this pre – em-
inence. At the end of the Middle Ages and during the Re-
naissance, Florence enjoyed a long period of extraordinary 
economic prosperity which made it one of the greatest finan-
cial powers in the world, and at the same time it was one of 
the most vital and creative of artistic centres. A favourable 
environment and an art in itself outstandingly rich resulted in 
a surprising number of masterpieces. For at least two centu-
ries, from the end of the 13th to the beginning of the 16th cen-
tury, Florentine art was second to none throughout the world.

Consider further that the Medici family, having become lords 
of Florence, assumed the role of patrons and collectors of 
the arts as hereditary to the dignity of their dynasty, almost 
as if they saw in this their greatest claim to historical glory. 
Works of art from the rest of Italy and from more distant lands 
became concentrated in Florence; and the Medici, far from 
dispersing anything of this patrimony, on the extinction of the 
family line in 1737, left it to Florence, with the specific stipula-
tion that it should remain there forever.

Besides, the interests of the family had been extremely wide-
spread, and had extended to archaeology, to the minor arts, 
to science, so that the wide range of subject matter to be 
found in the Florentine museums, can be traced to them. Fi-
nally, it is to be taken into account that Florence, has been a 
city beloved among scholars and collectors, many of whom 
bequeathed their collections to it, as, for instance, did Horne, 
Stibbert, Bardini.  

Two great monuments represent and symbolize the splendor 
and magic of the city, its charm and its architecture, which take 
us to the striking geometry of the Renaissance: Santa Maria 
del Fiore and Santa Maria Novella. The first one (also known 
simply as the Duomo) is the cathedral of Florence known for 
its distinctive Renaissance dome. Its name (“Saint Mary of 
the Flower“) refers to the lily, the symbol of Florence. The im-
pressive Gothic cathedral complex includes the Duomo, the 
famous baptistery and a campanile (bell tower). The cathe-
dral was built on the site of the previous one, Santa Reparata, 
prompted by the magnificence of the new cathedrals in Pisa 
and Siena. It was designed by Arnolfo di Cambio in 1294 to 
be the largest Roman Catholic church in the world (although 
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the design was later reduced in size). After Arnolfo died 
in 1302, work on the cathedral slowed. In 1331, the Arte 
della Lana (Guild of Wool Merchants) took over respon-
sibility for the construction of the cathedral and in 1334 
they appointed Giotto as overseer for the work. His ma-
jor accomplishment was the campanile.

It was not until 1355 that work resumed on the cathedral 
itself under a series of architects, including Francesco 
Talenti, Alberto Arnoldi, Giovanni d’Ambrogio, Giovan-
ni di Lapo Ghini, Neri di Fioravante and Orcagna. The 
nave was finished by 1380, and by 1418 only the dome 
was uncompleted. In 1418 a competition was held to de-
sign a new dome for the cathedral. The two competitors 
were Lorenzo Ghiberti and Filippo Brunelleschi, who 
won the competition with his distinctive octagonal de-
sign. Construction on the dome began in 1420 and was 
completed in 1436; the cathedral was consecrated by 
Pope Eugenius IV on March 25, 1436.

It was the first ‘octagonal’ dome in history to be built 
without a wooden supporting frame (the Pantheon, a 
circular dome, was built in 118-128 AD without support 
structures), and was the largest dome built at the time (it 
is still the largest masonry dome in the world). Brunelles-
chi’s ability to crown the dome with a lantern was ques-
tioned and he had to undergo another competition. The 
lantern was begun a few months before his death in 
1446 and was completed by his friend Michelozzo. The 
cathedral’s façade was demolished in 1587 and left bare 
until the 19th century. In 1864 a competition was held to 
design a new façade, won by Emilio De Fabris. Work 
was begun in 1876 and completed in 1887. The huge 
bronze doors date from 1899 to 1903.
 http://www.sacred-destinations.com/italy/florence-duo-
mo
The Church of Santa Maria Novella is one of the most 
important Gothic churches in Tuscany. The exterior is 
the work of Fra Jacopo Talenti and Leon Battista Alber-
ti. The interior holds extraordinary works of art includ-
ing Masaccio’s Trinità, Ghirlandaio’s fresco cycle in the 
Tornabuoni Chapel and Giotto’s Crucifix, among others. 
The convent was built between 1279 and 1357 by Do-
minican friars near a 7th century church located in the 
fields just outside Florence’s medieval walls. The low-
er part of the Marble façade, which is Romanesque in 
style, is believed to have been executed by a Dominican 
architect, Fra Iacopo Talenti da Nipozzano, while the up-
per part was completed only 100 years later in 1470 by 
Leon Battista Alberti. 
Thus, the façade is not only the oldest of all the church-
es in Florence but it is also the only church with its orig-
inal, planned facade still in place today! The church of 
San Lorenzo never even received its planned marble 
façade while others were completed centuries later but 
with new designs. And if you are in Santa Maria Novella, 
don’t forget to visit the monumental cloisters - decorated 
with famous paintings of the 14th and 15th Centuries 
-, its Green Cloister and the magnificent Chapel of the 
Spaniards. Other wonderful stories of art and amazing 
views on the geometry of a city.    
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Romana Brunnauer 

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works. How much time do you spend in the studio?
Romana artistic process begins with the the first idea for a project which usually originates from a mere thought, a brief insight into 
something happening around her. When her interest is aroused, Romana engages intensively in the theme at hand. The basis of 
her artistic processes rests on a theoretic dissection of a particular theme.  Romana spends a lot of time on research. 

However, during the painting process itself these thoughts and theories are left aside. While painting Romana tends not to think. 
It is rather a deep felt expression of what she encountered in her research and of what went through her head. This process is 
hard to capture in words as it remains unconscious. While painting Romana acts as as a catalyst transforming earlier thoughts 
into lines, forms and colors. 

Romana G. Brunnnauer was born in Salzburg, Germany. At the age of nineteen Romana went to study in 
Munich and completed her undergraduate degree in Social Pedagogy followed by her Master of Arts in German Philology, 
Philosophy and Pedagogy. Thereafter Romana held the position of Writer and Creative Director for Conventional and New 
Media. In 2005 she moved to Lanzarote on the Canary Islands in Spain. Since 2006 Romana has been exclusively dedicat-
ed to visual arts. Romana G. Brunnauer studied with the international renowned Zhou Brothers, and has won a numerous 
prestigious awards throughout her career.

German: Kurze Vita
Als 19jährige kam die gebürtige Salzburgerin nach München, um dort zu studieren. Sie machte ihr Diplom in Sozialpäda-
gogik und anschließend den Magister Artium in Germanistik, Philosophie und Pädagogik. Nach dem Studium arbeitete sie 
als Autorin und Kreativdirektorin für kommerzielle und neue Medien. 2005 siedelte sie nach Lanzarote (Kanarische Inseln, 
Spanien). Seit 2006 widmet sie sich ausschließlich der Malerei. Romana G. Brunnauer lernte bei namhaften Künstlern, u.a. 
bei den Zhou Brothers aus Chicago und wurde mit bedeutenden Awards und Preisen ausgezeichnet.

Tell us how you brand yourself as a visual artist.  
Romana shares “In my painting mode and artistic essence I feel connected to abstract expressionism e.g. the European 
Informel. However, my form language remains open. And at times I introduce sparsely figurative elements which cannot 
easily be defined.” 

German: Wie würden sie sich als visueller Künstler kennzeichnen? 
In meiner Malweise und in meiner künstlerischen Haltung fühle ich mich dem abstrakten Expressionismus bzw. dem eu-
ropäischen Informel verwandt. Meine Formensprache bleibt offen. Sparsam eingesetzte figurative Elemente lassen sich 
nicht eindeutig fest legen. Die Farbgebung entspricht dem jeweiligen Thema.

Salzburg, Germany
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When Romana is not busy preparing an exhibition her days are tightly scheduled. In the mornings she engages in organization-
al and research matters.  Romana spends the afternoons in her studio but at times she works through the night. 

German: Erzählen Sie uns etwas über den künstlerischen Prozess, in dem Ihre Werke entstehen. Wie viel Zeit verbrin-
gen Sie im Atelier?
Die erste Idee für ein Projekt ist meist nur ein Gedanke, eine kurze Einsicht in etwas, das um mich herum geschieht. Wenn 
mein Interesse geweckt ist, setze ich mich damit intensiv auseinander. Basis meines künstlerischen Prozesses ist die theore-
tische Auseinandersetzung mit einem bestimmten Thema. Ich verbringe viel Zeit mit Recherche. 

Während des eigentlichen Malprozesses sind diese Gedanken oder Theorien vergessen. Beim Malen denke ich nicht. Es ist 
dann eher ein gefühlsmäßiger Ausdruck dessen, was mir während der Recherche begegnet und durch den Kopf gegangen ist. 
Dieser Prozess lässt sich schwer in Worte fassen, denn er geschieht unbewusst. Vielleicht agiere ich beim Malen als Kataly-
sator, der vorher Gedachtes in Linien, Formen und Farben transformiert?

Wenn ich nicht gerade eine Ausstellung vorbereite, sind meine Tage streng organisiert. Vormittags erledige ich alles Organisa-
torische und die Recherche. Die Nachmittage verbringe ich im Atelier.  Manchmal arbeite ich weit in die Nacht hinein.

What have been the influencing factors that have inspired your art career? 
Romana  shares “My art career has not been a straight line. The road from writing to painting was a long and arduous one, and 
at every step there were various influencing factors. I will dwell briefly on the most significant. At the outset of my development 
there was a youth friendship without which I perhaps never would have taken the artistic path.  In my first High School year I 
befriended Mirjam Eich, daughter of authors Ilse Aichinger and Günther Eich. At their house I came for the first time in contact 
with modern literature and art. This opened for me a new, fascinating world. I started painting and at about twelve I attempted 
my first writing venture. Ilse Aichinger lent me her invaluable support; painting and writing became my purpose in life.” 

“After my studies I happened into a writing career, freelancing for commissioned and well remunerated work, yet somehow not 
fulfilling. Literary writing, experimental internet projects and painting became an important outlet.”

“Upon moving to Lanzarote with my husband some ten years ago I wanted to finally realize my literary projects and work freely. 
But it turned out quite differently.”

Romana says “Spanish is spoken on the island, a wonderfully rich language, which I wanted to make mine as quickly as possi-
ble. I soon realized that I would never fully possess this language. Literary projects in Spanish? Unthinkable! I started to doubt 
the whole sense of my writing. 

"I was more and more attracted away from the computer to the easel, at that time standing in the living room which was far 
from practical. Therefore my husband and I decided to transform our roomy garage into a studio. Finally I was able to give am-
ple space to my passion for painting without having to worry about ruining furniture and flooring. Now larger formats became 
possible. Writing was delegated to the background until I gave it up altogether. Since 2006 I have been exclusively expressing 
myself through painting, as this is after all an international idiom."

"It soon dawned on me that I needed to further expand my artistic competences which led to my “learning” years. I acquired 
auto-didactically knowledge in materials and different painting techniques.  In her art school, a Lanzarote artist, Elisa Betancort 
(died 2014), gave me a classical art education including realistic drawing, anatomy and color theory “ 

“I made the boldest steps in my development (and continue to do so) under the influence of the   Chicago Zhou Brothers. In 
2009 I took for the first time part in their masterclass Feeling is Liberty at the International Summer Academy of Fine Arts in 
Salzburg.  This was for me the ignition spark. It became clear that - similar to literary writing - I had to find my own, unique 
language. Thanks to their unconventional learning method based on freedom and also to their severe, but nonetheless positive 
criticism, the Zhou Brothers bring me each year a step further on my road. It is a road which never ends, and will ever stay 
exciting and inspiring.”

German: Wenn sie zurück denken: Welche Einflussfaktoren haben Ihre künstlerische Laufbahn inspiriert?
Meine künstlerische Laufbahn ist nicht geradlinig. Es war ein langer Weg vom Schreiben zum Malen. In jeder Etappe gab es 
viele Einflussfaktoren, ich beschränke mich auf die Wichtigsten …  

sehnsucht_044 by Romana Brunnauer
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Am Anfang meiner Entwicklung stand eine Kinderfreundschaft, ohne die ich vielleicht niemals den Weg des Künstlers eingeschla-
gen hätte. In der ersten Klasse Gymnasium lernte ich Mirjam Eich kennen, die Tochter des Schriftstellerehepaares Ilse Aichinger 
und Günther Eich. Im Haus ihrer Eltern kam ich erstmals mit moderner Literatur und Kunst in Berührung. Es war für mich eine 
neue, faszinierende Welt. Ich begann zu malen und machte mit etwa 12 Jahren meine ersten schriftstellerischen Gehversuche. 
Mirjams Mutter (Ilse Aichinger) unterstützte mich dabei. Malen und Schreiben wurde mein Lebensinhalt.  

Nach meinem Studium sollte ich zunächst meinen Lebensunterhalt als Texterin, Kreativdirektorin und Autorin für konventionelle 
und Neue Medien bestreiten. Literarisches Schreiben, experimentelle Internetprojekte und Malen waren für mich ein wichtiger 
Ausgleich. 

Als ich vor etwa zehn Jahren nach Lanzarote siedelte, wollte ich meine literarischen Projekte verwirklichen und endlich frei arbe-
iten. Doch es kam anders. 

Auf Lanzarote spricht man Spanisch, das ich mir so rasch wie möglich aneignen wollte. Es ist eine wunderbare, enorm reiche 
Sprache. Mir wurde rasch klar, dass ich sie vermutlich niemals in ihrer Fülle beherrschen würde. Literarische Projekte auf Span-
isch? Undenkbar! Ich begann, am Sinn meines Schreibens zu zweifeln. 

Immer öfter zog es mich weg vom Computer hin zur Staffelei, die damals noch im Wohnzimmer stand. Dieses wandelte sich 
zusehends zum Atelier, was natürlich kein Dauerzustand sein konnte. So beschlossen mein Mann und ich, unsere geräumige 
Garage umzubauen. Ich richtete mir dort mein Atelier ein. Endlich konnte ich ohne Rücksicht auf Möbel oder Bodenbelag meiner 
Malerei  freien Raum geben. Jetzt waren auch größere Formate möglich. Das Schreiben trat in den Hintergrund und am Ende 
gab ich es ganz auf. Seit 2006 drücke ich mich nur noch malerisch aus, denn diese Sprache ist international. 

Rasch jedoch wurde mir klar, dass ich eine fundierte künstlerische Ausbildung brauchte. So kamen meine “Lehrjahre”. Kennt-
nisse in Materialkunde und unterschiedliche Maltechniken eignete ich mir autodidaktisch an. Realistisches Zeichnen im Sinne 
eines klassischen Kunststudiums lernte ich an der Kunstschule einer lanzarotenischen Künstlerin, Elisa Betancort († 2014). 

Die größten Schritte meiner künstlerischen Entwicklung machte (und mache ich immer wieder) unter dem Einfluss der Zhou 
Brothers. 2009 besuchte ich erstmals ihre Klasse “Feeling is Liberty” an der „International Summeracademy of Fine Arts“, Sal-
zburg. Es war für mich eine Initialzündung. Mir wurde bewusst, dass ich auch in der Malerei eine eigene, individuelle Sprache 
finden musste. Dank ihrer unkonventionellen, auf Freiheit basierenden Lehrmethode und auch dank ihrer strengen, aber stets 
konstruktiven Kritik brachten und bringen mich die Zhou Brothers jedes Jahr ein Stück weiter auf meinem Weg. Es ist ein Weg, 
der vermutlich niemals endet, aber immer spannend und inspirierend bleiben wird.

With your work what type of experiences are you hoping to convey with the audience?
Romana speaks candidly “As mentioned above, my artistic projects are dedicated to a particular theme. The dissection of its 
contents is part of my work.  Were this satisfying I suspect the result would be a literary essay.”
 
“During the painting process the theme has to become transcendent. A space is opened where the untold and unthinkable can 
surface. At the end the canvas shows that which cannot be put in words”.  

“Engaging with my visual art allows the viewer to enter this space. It is a space of freedom which explodes the limitations of the 
mind, a space which refers to what is possible beyond the profane reality.” 

German: Welche Erfahrungen oder Erlebnisse möchten Sie Ihrem Publikum mit Ihrer Arbeit vermitteln?
Wie oben bereits erwähnt, widmen sich meine künstlerischen Projekte einem bestimmten Thema. Die inhaltliche Auseinander-
setzung ist Teil meiner Arbeit. Würde ich mich damit begnügen, wären die Resultate vermutlich literarische Essays. 

Im Malprozess gehe ich darüber hinaus. Es öffnet sich ein Raum, in dem Ungesagtes und Ungedachtes erscheinen kann. Am 
Ende zeigt sich das auf der Leinwand, was sich nicht in Worte fassen lässt.  

Wer sich auf meine Bilder einlässt, kann diesen Raum betreten. Es ist ein Raum der Freiheit, der die Grenzen des Verstandes 
sprengt und auf das verweist, was jenseits des Gegebenen möglich ist.  

Romana shares “There are many exhibitions that exerted a fascination on me and that probably have influenced me. Two of them 
continue to touch me deeply.  In the early eighties the Munich Art Museum Haus der Kunst held a retrospective of Mark Rothko's 
major works. Until then I only knew his paintings through art books and magazines. When I saw he originals in all their magnitude, 
I was not merely impressed, but so moved that I cried. Throughout the duration of the exhibit I spent each free moment in the 
museum. I simply could not get enough of the fullness in emptiness. At that time I was still a student and was deeply involved with 
philosophical theories on Aesthetics (Aristotle, Hegel and Adorno). Rothko's work enlightened for me the notion of transcendence.

sehnsucht_010  by Romana Brunnauer
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The second exhibition took place in 2013 coincidentally also in Munich, in the Brandhorst Museum, which did not 
yet exist in my time. Above all I was drawn to Cy Twombley, whose original work I had until then not seen. In the 
museum a whole floor is dedicated to Cy Twombly and one hall was conceived to showcase his twelve part Lepanto 
cycle. When I entered the hall I was thankful for the benches they had installed. My knees literally caved in. Till to-
day I cannot express what touches me so deeply in Cy Twombly's art. But each time I am in Munich, I just have to 
spend a few hours with his works. 

German: Welche Ausstellungen hatten einen signifikanten Einfluss auf Ihre künstlerische Laufbahn?
Es gibt viele Ausstellungen, die mich fasziniert und vielleicht auch beeinflusst haben.  Zwei davon berühren mich 
nachhaltig. 

Anfang der 80iger Jahre gab es im Haus der Kunst (München) eine Retrospektive mit den wichtigsten Werken 
Mark Rothkos. Ich kannte seine Bilder bisher nur aus Kunstbänden oder Magazinen. Als ich die Originale in all ihrer 
Größe sah, war ich nicht nur beeindruckt. Ich war so ergriffen, dass ich weinen musste. Während dieser Ausstellung 
verbrachte ich jede freie Minute im Museum. An dieser Fülle in der Leere konnte ich mich nicht satt sehen. 

Ich war damals noch Studentin und befasste mich gerade mit philosophischen Theorien zur Ästhetik (Aristotles, 
Hegel und Adorno.) Angesichts der Rothkoschen Werke wurde mir klar, was der philosophische Begriff “Transzen-
denz” bedeutet. 

Die zweite prägende Ausstellung besuchte ich 2013, eigenartiger Weise auch in München. Dieses Mal aber im Mu-
seum Brandhorst, das es zu meiner Münchner Zeit noch nicht gab. Mich interessierte vor allem Cy Twombley, auch 
seine Werke hatte ich noch nie im Original gesehen.

Im Museum Brandhorst ist ein ganzes Stockwerk nur Cy Twombly gewidmet und es gibt einen Saal, der speziell 
für seinen zwölfteiligen Gemäldezyklus “Lepanto” konzipiert wurde. Als ich diesen Saal betrat, war ich froh um die 
Bänke, die dort aufgestellt sind. Meine Knie wurden weich.

Bis heute kann ich nicht sagen, was mich an Cy Twomblys Kunst so berührt. Aber, jedes Mal, wenn ich in München 
bin, MUSS ich ins Museum Brandhorst, um ein paar Stunden mit seinen Werken zu verbringen. 

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more 
beneficial to your career? Or have combination of both styles worked best?
Romana declares “In the beginning of 2014 and for the first time a serious, in my opinion, art gallery opened in 
Lanzarote, ARTENMALA. I was lucky to meet early on with the Gallery owner Luz Gloria López Ramírez. As of May 
2014 she has been representing me. Our wonderful cooperation is based on trust. In parallel I work independently 
and this combination has been functioning perfectly for me. For example, in February-March, I exhibited in a won-
derful public space in Lanzarote part three of my AMIG@ - Project (Refer 13). The large formats were shown there, 
and in combination smaller formats were showcased in ARTENMALA Gallery.

German: Gestaltete sich in Ihrer Laufbahn die Vertretung durch eine Galerie eher kompliziert?  War un-
abhängiges Arbeiten einfacher? Oder hat sich eine Kombination aus beiden bewährt? 
Auf Lanzarote gibt es erst seit Anfang 2014 eine (für mich) ernst zu nehmende Kunstgalerie, ARTENMALA. Ich 
hatte das Glück, die Galeristin Luz Gloria López Ramírez sehr früh kennen zu lernen. Seit Mai 2014 werde ich von 
ihr vertreten. Es ist eine wunderbare, von Vertrauen geprägte Zusammenarbeit. Parallel dazu arbeite ich unabhän-
gig. Für mich funktioniert diese Kombination perfekt. Ein Beispiel: Letzten Februar / März präsentierte ich Teil 3 
meines Projektes „AMIG@ ...“ in einem öffentlichen Ausstellungsraum auf Lanzarote. Dort wurden die größeren 
Formate gezeigt. Ergänzend stellte die Galerie ARTENMALA kleinformatigere Arbeiten aus. 

Tell me about two important moments in your art career?
In 1996 and 1997 two of my projects won the international European Multimedia Award in the Learning Games Cat-
egory. The second one, Super Toni, was quite an ambitious project and to a certain extent also artistic. This Award 
was at the time the highest recognition on the multimedia scene and major players including Disneyland Produc-
tions competed for it. It was precisely that award which made me doubt my writing career. I had never felt so unhap-
py. I had to admit that professional success in itself could not fulfill me. My exit from commercial work had begun... 
The second most important moment has a personal background. For many years I have maintained a sport related 
friendship with a woman who had clearly no affinity with abstract art; intellectually speaking there are worlds be-
tween us. In 2012 I exhibited in Lanzarote my project Knocking on Heavens Door. A large format painting engaged 
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my friend, similarly to my connection with Rothko and Twombly. She kept coming back to the exhibition just to contemplate my 
painting. For me this represented a major success. 

German: Zwei wichtige Momente in Ihrer künstlerischen Laufbahn?
1996 und 1997 gewannen zwei meiner Multimediaprojekte den internationalen European Multimedia Award in der Kategorie Le-
rnspiele. Das zweite Projekt „Super Toni“ (1997) war sehr ambitioniert und in seiner Weise auch künstlerisch. Dieser Award war 
das Höchste, was man damals in der Multimedia Branche erreichen konnte - am Wettbewerb beteiligten sich große Namen wie 
z.B. Disneyland Productions. Eigenartiger Weise war es gerade dieser Award, der mich an meiner Karriere als Autorin zweifeln 
ließ. Ich war so unglücklich wie noch nie. Ich erkannte, dass mich der kommerzielle Erfolg nicht erfüllt. Mein Ausstieg aus der 
kommerziellen Arbeit begann...

Das zweite wichtige Erlebnis hat einen persönlichen Hintergrund. Seit Jahren habe ich eine Sport-Freundin, die erklärter maßen 
mit abstrakter Kunst nichts anfangen kann; intellektuell liegen Welten zwischen uns. 2012 stellte ich auf Lanzarote mein Projekt 
“Knocking on Heavens Door” aus. Eine großformatige Arbeit zog sie in ihren Bann, ähnlich wie es mir mit Rothko und Twombly 
geht. Sie besuchte die Ausstellung mehrmals, nur um dieses Bild zu betrachten. Für mich ist das ein großer Erfolg. 

What’s your best advice for emerging artists in the current changing climate of the art world?
Romana speaks candidly ‘I think that it is today more than ever important not to adapt to mainstream art. There are too many 
artists who do precisely that and what is mainstream today is already forgotten tomorrow. My advice: find your own language 
and do not stop further developing it. Artists' path knows no end.” 

German: Welchen Rat würden Sie einem jungen Künstler angesichts des sich laufend ändernden Klimas in der Kunst-
welt geben? 
Ich glaube, dass es heute wichtiger denn je ist, sich nicht dem Mainstream anzupassen. Es gibt zu viele Künstler, die das tun – 
und das, was heute als Mainstream gilt, ist morgen schon wieder  vergessen. Mein Rat: Finde deine eigene Sprache und höre 
nicht auf, sie weiter zu entwickeln. Der Weg des Künstlers hat kein Ende. 

Being an accomplished artist, tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
Romana shares “Until August 2015 I worked two years on my project AMIG@ - Quién eres? (Friend – Who are you?), in which 
I engage with people I met on Internet forums and platforms e.g. Facebook. While working on the project I often asked myself 
what the people I came across on the net were longing for. That question gave birth to my new project entitled Sehnsucht I have 
been working on since last August. The German word Sehnsucht is difficult into translate adequately into English. Sehnsucht 
describes a deep emotional state and could be translated as "longing", "yearning", or "intensely missing".

"My working assumption is as follows: 
Many, if not the majority, of people do not live in the “here and now”. Many see themselves in another time, past or future. Yet 
others dream of a heavenly place, and still others believe that a idealized love could fulfill their life. The various objects of Sehn-
sucht have one point in common: they are all immersed in glimmering colors and ultimately remain out of reach. Faced with this 
thought the profane reality pales and appears only in gray on gray." 

"That is how a totally new color concept arose.  My current work is reduced to the basic colors of Home Office printing: magenta, 
primary yellow, primary blue in addition to black and white. These colors correspond to the objects of the mental concept Sehn-
sucht: past or future, unreachable place and big love. Black and white in a grayscale represents presence."

"In this project I only paint with basic colors and overlaps them in layers. This creates a new, individual blaze of color. As a coun-
terpoint there are works which can only be reduced to a black and white pallet as a representation of the gray reality." 

"The first part of the Sehnsucht project is at present on show in the ARTENMALA Gallery on Lanzarote (May 1 to July 3 2016). "

"The project does however not end with this exhibition. I am currently working on new facets of this concept and on emerging 
visual approaches."

German: Ihre nächsten Projekte? 
Bis August 2015 arbeitete ich etwa zwei Jahre an meinem Projekt “AMIGA@ - Quién eres?” (Freund/Freundin – Wer bist du?), 
in dem ich mit Personen auseinander setzte, denen ich in Internetforen und Plattformen wie z.B. Facebook begegne. 

Noch während der Arbeit an diesem Projekt stellte sich mir manchmal die Frage, wonach sich die Menschen sehnen, die mir im 
Netz begegnen. Daraus entstand mein neues Projekt mit dem Titel “Sehnsucht”, an dem ich seit letztem August arbeite. 

Meine Arbeitsthese: Viele, wenn nicht sogar die meisten Menschen, leben nicht im Hier und Jetzt. Manche sehnen sich nach 
einer anderen Zeit (Vergangenheit oder Zukunft). Andere träumen von einem paradiesischen Ort, und manche glauben, eine 
„große Liebe“ könne ihr Leben erfüllen. Allen gemeinsam ist, dass das Objekt ihrer Sehnsucht in schillernde Farben getaucht 
wird und letztlich unerreichbar bleibt. Angesichts dessen verblasst die profane Wirklichkeit und erscheint nur noch Grau in 
Grau. 

Daraus entstand ein völlig neues Farbkonzept. Meine aktuellen Arbeiten reduzieren sich auf die Grundfarben von Home-Of-
fice-Druckern: Magenta, Primär Gelb, Primär Blau sowie Schwarz und Weiß. Die Grundfarben entsprechen den “Objekten” 
des Begriffes “Sehnsucht”: Vergangenheit oder Zukunft, fernes Paradies und idealisierte Liebe. Schwarz und Weiß als Graus-
kala repräsentieren die Gegenwart. 

Ich male nur mit diesen Grundfarben und setze sie als Schichten. In ihrer Überlappung ergibt das eine neue, individuelle 
“Farbenpracht”. Kontrapunktisch dazu gibt es Arbeiten, die sich nur auf das Schwarz/Weiß dessen reduzieren, was als graue 
Gegenwart erlebt wird. 
Der erste Teil des Projektes  “Sehnsucht” wird aktuell in der Galerie ARTENMALA vorgestellt (01. Mai bis 03. Juli 2016). 

Das Projekt  ist mit dieser Ausstellung nicht abgeschlossen. Ich arbeite gerade an neuen inhaltlichen Facetten und deren 
visueller Umsetzung.   

Visit Romana's website at http://www.romana-brunnauer.eu
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TEXTILES AS PAINTINGS: AN INNOVATION IN FABRICS
By Roberto Alborghetti
Italy Correspondent

The reality around us printed on a dress. The images of what that might disturb the environment of our cities trans-
formed into a modern design. All this is possibile? We think yes.

The printing fabrics you see in these pages don’t come or proceed from drawings, paintings or digitally made works. 
They come from realistic and abstract photos of torn and decomposed publicity posters, natural cracks, scratches, 
corrosions, urban and industrial matters…
They are part of a special series created and developed by  Roberto Alborghetti (journalist and visual artist: he col-
lected so far more than 90.000 pictures for his Lacer/action project) and Mitrani Yarden (fashion designer and artist, 
founder of “HotCouture” trademark: a new way to do and create high fashion).

Roberto loves to catch with his camera the amazing and fascinating world of decay, imperfection and decomposi-
tion. He works on macro-shootings, entering an inner world made by impressive colours and shapes which recall 
the dimensions of abstractionism. Mitrani Yarden select these pictures and following his natural and artistic taste in 
fashion design he gives them a structure, an order, a graphic sense, creating  layouts for printing fabrics.           
Roberto Alborghetti and Mitrani Yarden started their collaboration working on the Volcano Dress. Yarden created 
an high fashion outfit basing on a realistic photo that Roberto took around an old bus at Bartons Plc, in Nottingham, 
UK.  From that achievement, they have now developed an amazing series of printing fabrics always based on the 
abstract photos about decomposed matters. These works are available in exclusive and unique copy for profession-
al use, ready to be transformed in wonderful trendy textiles. 

As the first comments publicily stated, these fabrics are “a revolutionary fashion trend”, “an explosion of colors bring-
ing new trends in fashion”, “a step ahead for printing fabrics”, “fantastic macro revealing a world-inside never seen 
before”, “textiles as paintings”. Some of these innovative designs for printing fabrics has been selected to be part of  
the Boggia Disegni collection in Como (Italy). Bruno Boggia Studio has been working for over sixty years in textile 
designs collaborating with famous fashion brands as Capucci, Lacroix, Valentino, Lancetti, Mila Schon, Chanel, 
Celine,  Dior, Yves Saint Laurent, Etro, Escada, Donna Karan, Paul Smith, Rolando Santana. 

Roberto and Yarden are now pleased to launch the “Fabrics (R)Evolution” Catalog which gathers the first series of 
prints  ready to be used on different textiles and for different outfits. You can browse the Catalog for free by clicking 
on this link:  

FABRICS R-EVOLUTION 2016 - THE CATALOGUE
FOR INFORMATIONS AND CONTACTS:
mitrani.yarden@gmail.com
http://www.mitraniyarden.com

ro.alb@alice.it
https://robertoalborghetti.wordpress.com

IN THE PHOTOS:
Some of the fabrics created by Roberto Alborghetti and Mitrani Yarden . These works are available in exclusive and 
unique copy.
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Roberto Alborghetti works in journalism, in publishing companies and media produc-
tion. He founded “Lacer/actions”, a movement-research on urban landscapes: he loves to gather 
abstract photos about the concept of the decomposition of publicity posters on outdoor advertis-
ings, natural cracks and scratches, industrial matters. He collected so far about 80.000 pictures 
around the world: they have been reproduced on canvases, textiles, lithographic prints, ceramics.

Mitrani Yarden is fashion designer and artist. He attended schools  in Tel Aviv and then he contin-
ued his studies and researches in Paris in the prestigious Esmod  Institute for luxury and haut couture woman’s 
fashion. In the French capital he had professional experiences in several haut couture fashion houses, such 
as Julien Fourniè and  Maison Chanel, taking parts on big names runway fashion shows for Rick Owens and 
Vivienne Westwood. 
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     Mandy   Cano    Villalobos
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Mandy Cano Villalobos is an interdisciplinary artist whose practice encompasses installation, performance, 
and object/textile-based work. The child of a migrant family, her versatile projects center upon notions of life’s ephemer-
ality and identity shaped by location and culture. 

Throughout Mandy’s early childhood, she was mostly raised by her single mother who was in the Army. They relocated 
frequently, and Mandy would often travel across the country to live with other family members while her mother was on 
active duty. This absence of a permanent home has really impacted the ideas behind her work. She loves history and 
personal narratives because stories give us a sense of self that spans past, present and future. Mandy shares “I also 
love ritualistic and repetitious actions because they offer a predictable, stable, somewhat monotonous means of expe-
riencing a transcendent permanence. As much of my life has lacked locational identity and a sense of stability, I seek 
these things through my art practice.”

As much of Mandy’s work focuses upon narrative and historical research, she typically begins with an idea she wants to 
explore and ask herself how she should go about making that idea a visual reality. A lot of times, though, the root of her 
work begins with a happenstantial discovery. For example, ever since her 7th grade history class, she has always been 
intrigued by lapis lazuli. Mandy remembers coming across descriptions of the stone when studying Persian history. Much 
later, after she married her husband who is Chilean, she was delighted to find lapis lazuli is also mined in Chile. When 
visiting South America, Mandy saw the stone in real life. From there she began looking into its history and properties. 
That eventually lead to some of my current work which employs ultramarine pigment. The hue, once derived from lapis 
lazuli and often used to depict heaven in illuminated manuscripts, is now only available as a mass produced imitation 
pigment. In contrast to its precious origin, ultramarine’s modern, commonplace value emphasizes human desires for 
what is pure and authentic, as well as our consequent failure to fulfill those desires. Mandy ties this larger history to her 
own personal narrative by using her divorced parents’ wedding rings as a system of measurement in her ultramarine 
drawings – again, a reference to failed hopes.

The amount of time Mandy spend in the studio varies. She has two small kids and another on the way. Ironically, family 
obligations have helped Mandy to prioritize time so that she is as productive as possible when she is working. While 
some seasons are busier than others, Mandy often reserve two days for the studio, and squeeze in random times after 
the kids go to bed. She has also been fortunate to participate in quite a few residencies this year. And, as Mandy con-
tinues to develop her art practice and grow her family, she seeks ways to combine the two. For instance, Mandy’s last 
residency at The Wassaic Project in New York was a family residency. She was able to spend all day in the studio and  
evenings with her family. Her aunt came with the family to care for her children. Ultimately, without family support, Mandy 
doubts she would have the ability and time to maintain an active studio career.

Mandy’s  work has been featured in numerous venues including Van Der Plas Gallery (New York, NY), the Ruth and El-
mer Wellin Museum (Clinton, NY), Maryland Institute College of Art (Baltimore, MD), the Ukranian Institute of Modern Art, 
(Chicago), The Museum of New Art (Detroit, MI), Hillyer Art Space (Washington, DC) and La Casa Pauly (Puerto Montt, 
Chile). Cano Villalobos has also received grants from multiple organizations including the Puffin and Frey Foundations. 
She received her Masters of Fine Arts from the George Washington University in Washington, DC. and currently resides 
in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

During Mandy’s exhibitions, she tries to leave her work open enough so that viewers will be able to enter into a space 
in which they can complete the meaning of her projects. While Mandy heavily reference specific persons or events in 
history, she does not want these references to dictate the audience’s reception of her work. Mandy is hoping the visual 
qualities of her pieces are enough to challenge viewers’ thoughts and imaginings.

Mandy also intentionally incorporates materials that possess multifaceted connotations, inviting multiple meanings as 
people interpret what they see. For example, she will incorporate dirt, blood or bones in various projects. All of these are 
really basic elements that dually symbolize life and death. 

Whatever the case, Mandy strives to produce work that is not overly literal or descriptive. Mandy desires poetry, not 
prose. Rather than telling her audience everything they need to know about the work in order to “unlock its meaning”, 
Mandy hopes to engage her viewers so that they become participants in a visual dialog.

CanoVillalobos_Mandy_Image_3
Sisyphus #1, 2015
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Tell us what inspired you to become visual artist. What are the key elements that launched your artistic career?
Mandy shares “According to my mother, I “came out drawing”. So, I’m not really sure there were any other career options I’ve 
ever been interested in. Unfortunately, my undergraduate education did very little to prepare me to be a professional artist.  So 
I floundered around for a while and ended up traveling to Guatemala to teach Art and English at the high school level. I then 
enrolled in graduate school at George Washington University, where I was better prepared to exhibit my work and network with 
other arts-related professionals. Following a stint of adjunct teaching, I became an Assistant Professor of Art in Grand Rapids, 
MI. This sort of stability allowed me to further develop my networks and my exhibition career. Additionally, the support of an 
academic institution has added legitimacy to my practice. Although I just left Calvin this year, I’m grateful to have that time of 
professional enrichment. 

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Mandy shares “I love Anselm Kiefer. I’m not only attracted to the aesthetic qualities of his work (a monochromatic palette, cha-
otically ordered use of materials, and austere sense of space and imagery), but also his content. I’m very much attracted to 
history, and Kiefer’s reference to German mythology and the atrocities of the holocaust, as well as the spiritual underpinnings of 
his works, are food for my soul. I also love the fact that Kiefer’s projects span a variety of forms, from paintings to installations 
and sculpture.”

“On the completely opposite side of the spectrum, I admire the miniature paintings of Shazia Sikander. The delicacy of her 
paintings, the tradition from which she paints, and her intelligent whimsy intrigue me. I am also drawn to the way in which 
she meshes images that stem from multiple cultures, religions and narratives.”

“Teresa Margolles is another favorite. She is both bold and quite, unabashedly exposing the violence that plagues Mexico 
in a way that is beautiful, reverent, mournful. Margolles’ works and ideas are so simple; but because this, she is able to 
confront viewers with the poignancy of death.”

What individuals were significant to your art career and why?
Mandy says “One of my undergraduate professors was particularly influential. He often pushed us so hard that we hated 
him, but if he hadn’t been so honest – and often brutal – many of my fellow students and I probably wouldn’t have continued 
to pursue art as we did.”

My former bosses, Jim Sanborn and Jae Ko, were also significant. I worked as Jim’s studio assistant, and would stay with 
him and Jae on an island in southern Maryland several days per week throughout my grad school experience. Their commit-
ment to their careers, their struggles and successes, has always been in the back of my mind as I deal with my own career.”

CanoVillalobos_Mandy_Image_7 
61 Days, 2014
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“Lastly, my stepfather has been a constant support over the years. As an engineer and computer geek, he himself will admit his 
complete lack of artistic sensibility. However he has always encouraged me to pursue a career in art, and often travels to help me 
execute large scale projects late into the night. Without him, I’m not sure I’d be doing what I’m doing.”

Tell us about your experience exhibiting in galleries.  What exhibition opportunities made a significant impact to your art career?

Mandy shares her experience stating “When I first began exhibiting in Washington, DC, I did not realize the full impact it would 
have on my future. It seems rather obvious that artists show their work, but I did not have a full understanding of how exhibitions, 
reviews, catalogs, etc. lead to other exhibitions, possible sales, and a growing number of opportunities.’

“While I’m unable to pinpoint one exhibition that was particularly significant, I look back at a lot of my earlier DC shows as pro-
viding a firm foundation for my current exhibition success. It just seemed as though one exhibition lead to another, which lead to 
another. The more curators saw my work in various galleries, the more I was invited to show elsewhere. This also helped me to 
build a broad network of fellow artists, art admins, curators and critics.”

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? 
Or have has combination of both styles worked best?
Mandy states I’ve never had gallery representation, so I’ve always relied upon myself to procure exhibitions. Thankfully, there 
are a lot of galleries out there that offer artists the support they need for a successful show – installation/preparation assistance, 
publicity, and sometimes financial assistance. This is not to say that I don’t desire representation. In fact, I am constantly strate-
gizing to procure representation with multiple galleries that I respect. This takes a lot of time, though, so I’m learning to be patient 
and persevere with my contacts.”

Tell us to how your professional journey led you to curating exhibitions and what you experience while you're curating a project. 
Mandy explains “I think there’s a new model of “artist” that stretches our creativity to the areas of administration, curation, writing 
and criticism, etc. For a long time I wanted to just focus upon my studio practice; however a lot of people over the years encour-
aged me to curate, and even offered me the space and time to do so. It’s hard to say no when a gallery director emails you, asks 
you to curate a show, and tells you they’ll cover the cost of publicity, installation and the opening reception.” 

“I eased into curation while teaching at Calvin College. I was on the exhibition committee and often suggested artists that would 
fit well with Calvin’s exhibition program. Around the same time I joined the curatorial board at the Urban Institute for Contempo-
rary Art in Grand Rapids, MI. Working together with other artists from the area, we formed ideas for shows, oversaw open calls, 
and selected national and international artists to exhibit in the space. These initial experiences developed into a way of thinking. 
Wherever I traveled, I took note of artists that I would consider including in future shows. I would also attend residencies with 
the dual purpose of developing my own work and seeking artists for possible exhibitions. Just recently I curated a show for Site: 
Lab in Grand Rapids, MI, and most of the artists included were fellow attendees of Vermont Studio Center or ACRE, a residency 
based in Chicago.”

Have you experienced any challenges or barriers pursuing your art career?  If so how have you overcome those challenges and 
barriers? 
Mandy open up to say “I’ve experienced a lot of barriers. I’ve been rejected from exhibitions, jobs, galleries, and even social cir-
cles. I also have a family. And, while I love my children dearly and often look to them as an inspiration for my work, a family is a 
huge challenge to an art career. Location has also been difficult. Living in DC, I had a lot of opportunities. Living in Grand Rapids, 
those opportunities are significantly less. Lastly, while I hate to admit it, being a woman is a barrier. Several years ago artist Micol 

CanoVillalobos_Mandy_Image_16
Diminish, 2015
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CanoVillalobos_Mandy_Image_12
Sisyphus in Blue #5, 2016.  (left)
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Hebron tallied the amount of men and women represented in US galleries. While 75 percent of MFA graduates are female, 70 
percent of artists with gallery representation are men. So yes, being a woman is a barrier. However, I see this less as my problem, 
and more as the gallery system’s problem. Moreover, I consider the societal expectations of a career mom. They’re ridiculous! 
Yet, the art world’s expectations are no different.”

“How do I overcome these challenges? I think it’s less a matter of overcoming them, and more a matter of dealing with them over 
the course of a life time. Rejection isn’t going to go away. In fact, rejection can be good if it ultimately thickens an artist’s skin and 
leads to an art practice built upon persistence. And I certainly don’t regret being a woman and having a family. I will continue to 
persevere regardless of family-work challenges, and regardless of the gender inequality that exists in the art world.

What are your thoughts of what is significantly impacting and changing the art world today? 
Mandy shares “Besides the overwhelming gender gap I previously mentioned, I think there’s a lot of problems that we need to 
deal with. As New York-based artist/curator Sharon Butler points out, there is a pyramidal hierarchy within the art world, with 
museums at the top, curators and gallerists somewhere in the middle and a whole lot of artists at the bottom. This system privi-
leges a select few and leaves the majority of artists to fail at their pursuits. I think the model of artist-curator- writer-educator is an 
innovative means of struggling against this system, but it still does not change or transform the hierarchical reality.” 

“I also see an increasing esotericism within the art world. More and more artists seem to be making work for art world success, 
which hinders general audiences from accessing a lot of what is being made. As a professor, I’ve conversed with a lot of other 
educators who seem to devalue tradition and craft. I see no problem with challenging tradition and craft, but to not teach these 
things is denying young artists enriching knowledge that leads to poorly made concept heavy work that is trendy, but doesn’t 
necessarily engage with culture at large.”

“Social media has also become increasingly significant in today’s art world. While this has not negated the importance of location 
and face-to-face interactions, social media has been super beneficial for a lot of artists who do not live in cultural centers. In my 
own experience, Facebook and Instagram connections have actually lead to exhibition opportunities. That’s not a bad thing!”

Tell us what changes you would like to see in the art world. And what do you think should remain the same in the art world?
Mandy says “I would love to see that unbalanced gender ratio of artists with gallery representation be more indicative of the 
number of professional women artists who make good work and deserve gallery representation. Also, I would love to see more 
artists financially funded either through sales and commissions, or through grant and fellowship opportunities. There’s not a lot 
of opportunities for the later, and there’s very little preparation offered within an arts education that would help younger artists 
develop the business savvy needed to maneuver in our market driven system.”

“While there are much more changes I would like to see, there are quite a few things that I love about an art career. I love the 
rhythm of making, exhibiting, networking, etc. Being an artist involves so much more than studio work, and I like the business 
aspect of marketing yourself (as long as it’s with integrity!). I also love the competition involved. When I see work I respect, or a 
career I respect, I feel the need to be better, to improve my own career. This spawns constant growth, cultural dialog and com-
munity. These are wonderful things.”

Tell us how you want to leave your mark on the art world.
Mandy shares “To be honest, I am much less concerned with leaving my mark on the art world than leaving my mark on my chil-
dren, my family and my students. I want my loved ones to remember my dedication to art, but I seriously doubt the art world will 
ever be strongly impacted by anything I say or do.”

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years? 
Mandy says “While much of my practice has centered upon large scale installations, I’ve increasingly produced paintings over 
the past few years. My background is in painting, and in a sense, it’s much like coming home. So, I definitely plan to make more 
paintings and 2D works in the years to come. Additionally, I have begun to experiment with video and performance, and hope to 
develop work that utilizes these genres as well.”

“Whatever the medium, I see myself producing intricate, labor intensive works that focus upon narrative, memory and ritual.”

Visit Mandy's website at www.mandycano.com

Watch Mandy's video at https://vimeo.com/116016584
Offering was a collaboration with video artist Aaron Henderson.

CanoVillalobos_Mandy_Image_1
Corpus #2, 2014. 
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BEYOND URBAN EXHIBITION
curated by Joe & Kathleen Isacson

photographs by Heidi Allen
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Mission Beyond Urban Exhibition
The Beyond Urban Exhibition curated by Joe & Kathleen  Isacson presents a refreshing  exhibition exploring themes  of social and per-
sonal narratives through compositions that are alternately figurative and abstract from a collection of work by artists living in the vicinity of 
Chicago, but outside the city’s limits. This exhibition will feature Carrie Baxter, Carol Hamilton, Joe Isacson, Kathleen Isacson, Graehound, 
Cindy Lesperance, and Jeffrey Sevener. 

The Beyond Urban Exhibition opening will be on May 20, 2016 at the ACS Gallery, Zhou B Art Center, 1029 West 35th Street, 4th Floor, 
Chicago, Illinois 60609. Joe & Kathleen Isacson  established rapport with Renée LaVerné Rose (Gallery owner) extends over four (4) years 
and this is their second collaborative cultural exchange. 

Meet Curators/Artists Joe & Kathleen Isacson
Kathleen Sullivan Isacson is an artist who currently lives on the fringe of society--or at least in a far corner of the Chicagoland area. Her 
paintings have won awards and reside in private and public collections. Her work centers on making the unseen reality around us visible. 
She has intensively studied and worked in the creative process for most of her lifetime. Previously, Kathleen was editor and creative director 
for the arts and literary journal, The Miserere Review. She has taught as literary & arts faculty for the Karitos Arts Conference. 

She  with her husband, Joe leads a team of visual artists at Willow Creek Crystal Lake and is the Director of Creek Gallery and Affair of the 
Arts and curates local, national and international exhibitions in partnership with arts associations and foundations.  

Joe Isacson is a mixed media, conceptual artist whot  has performed and exhibited in numerous venues in the Chicago area, including the 
celebrated Randolph Street Gallery.  Keith has studied at Columbia College, Chicago and Apicius, Florence, Italy. He has experimented 
with a wide range of materials, such as found objects, fused glass, sheep's hair, bees' wax and exotic woods.  

Both Kathleen and Joe have been intimately involved and creative in the arts since their childhood.  Together they lead a team of visual 
artists at Willow Creek Crystal Lake, Illinois. They also curate local and national  art exhibitions. 

The Isacson team embraces each other’s strengths, which increase  their enthusiasm and synergy. Working on numerous projects, may it 
be design large-scale fine art installations at Willow Creek  or brainstorming on one of their group or solo exhibitions, the close collaboration 
process  opens up more creative possibilities.  Their successful process working on smaller exhibitions for over a decade has open ed up 
opportunities, in the last five (5) years, for them to curate larger fine art and artisan art projects.

What was the reason behind launching an art gallery at Willow Crystal Lake? 
Kathleen Isacson says “First, Joe and I were asked to curate a show for in-house artists at the church. But when the opportunity arose for 
us to organize a large art show in Willow Creek, we thought, why keep this to ourselves?  Let's invite artists from the community to show 
their work in our space.  Let's do it without fees, no strings attached and celebrate them. And thus, Creek Gallery was born.”

What has been your biggest motivating factor in curating art exhibitions?
Joe: Educating the general public as to what art can be.
Kathleen: Mostly providing opportunities for the great artists around me to exhibit – there’s so much talent in McHenry County and the 
Chicago area! 

Kathleen feels that being an artist has assisted in her creative process.  It’s also very true that curating shows helps her evaluate her own 
work with a stricter, more critical eye. She can’t think of a particular hindrance in her professional career, but the most difficult aspect can 
be the jury process of selecting artists . The jury process is necessary part  to have a cohesive exhibition and narrowing the artwork down 
to what is appropriate for show is always regrettable because we care about the artists personally.

Tell us about the artist community in your area? Galleries? Art Festivals? 
“We are a tight-knit community overall. There is always something going on in our county and here are two examples. The Lakeside Legacy 
Arts Park has 1st Friday openings each month. We have been invited back to curate a second Dangerous Lullabies exhibition there this 
October and will be in at the Old Court House Arts Center in July with the Intersect Artist Collective. We currently have 4 open calls out for 
artists right now.  The Isacson team is collaborating year around to ensure valuable exhibition opportunities; networking and support are 
available for the Northwest artist communities. 

Are there any other types of art projects you work on together?
“We frequently  create art installations for Willow Crystal Lake’s large atrium area, ranging from a third-world experience to 
25 ft. hanging structures. Often,  we are the lead designers as we lead a team to develop and implement large-scale proj-
ects to transform a space.”

Tell us about one of the important accomplishments in your art careers?
Joe: When we encourage a new artist to move forward and see them develop over time.
Kathleen: Also helping to equip artists with practical art business skills so they can thrive. It’s so great to see a need in the community 
and find a way to meet it .

Visit Joe and Kathleen’s website at www.xculturearts.com

Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist

Carol Hamilton has been painting most of her 
life. Her aesthetic roots are in the western landscape and 
science. After receiving her Master of Fine Arts in painting 
from the University of Wyoming, Hamilton travelled and 
taught art in the western states at university and secondary 
levels.  Influenced by the austere beauty of the Sonoran 
desert and a switch to working in encaustic transformed her 
work from figurative to abstraction.  Hamilton is a member 
of the artist collective Intersect, FUSEDChicago and the 
Encaustic Art Institute.  She is a resident artist at the Star-
line Factory Gallery in Harvard, Illinois. Carol’s work is in 
public collections in Wyoming and Arizona as well as pri-
vate collections.

Her process involves more than beeswax and pigments; 
it is equally the product of looking, reading, researching, 
sketching and “dreaming” the pieces into being. The choice 
of materials and subject matter both come from a fascina-
tion with the natural world and a commitment to medita-
tion. A scrap of paper, a broken twig, a smooth stone or 
the reflections of the sun in a mud puddle each can be the 
jumping off point for a piece of work, yet the work itself is 
not a portrait of that visual event--it is an expression of the 
bare, reduced essence of a memory enshrined in the ev-
er-changing now. 

Visit Carol's website at caroljhamiltonartist.comphotographs by Heidi Allen
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Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist

Carrie Baxter lives and works in Freeport Illinois.  She graduated 
Summa Cum Laude with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in studio painting and a Grad-
uate Certificate in Museum Studies from Northern Illinois University (NIU).  Car-
rie’s artwork is regularly exhibited throughout the Midwest at regional juried 
and group shows including the Monroe Arts Center, Woodlawn Arts Academy, 
and the Woodstock Old Court House Art Center. In addition to her art career, 
Carrie is currently the Collections and Exhibitions Manager at the Freeport Art 
Museum where she curates exhibitions including regional and national artists. 

Carrie incorporates texture into her art work in order to create a psychological 
struggle within the viewer.  Although traditionally it has become socially unac-
ceptable to touch art works displayed in public settings, her textured paintings 
provoke an overwhelming desire for the viewer to reach out and touch the 
surface in order to experience what it feels like.  This desire places the viewer 
at an impasse where they have to decide whether or not to control their tactile 
impulses. This curiosity provides the audience an additional form of experienc-
ing the work.  

Carrie is frequently influenced by the natural world, and her Delicious Mud se-
ries is inspired by Yellowstone National Park.  During multiple visits to the park, 
she observed the landscape with its numerous geysers, hot springs and mud 
pots, from which water flowed.  The flowing water deposits minerals and bac-
teria over the surrounding rock and sediment, therefore causing the growth of 
the microbial mats (also known as bacterial mats) which in turn create patterns 
of various colors and forms.  Carrie mimics these natural abstractions in her 
paintings through the process of applying numerous layers of texture and color.  
This layering technique is similar to the way the mats are naturally formed over 
time.  Through her work, Carrie hopes that her viewers will be encouraged to 
find an appreciation and respect for all natural places.

Visit Carrie's website at www. carriebaxter.com

Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist

Cindy Lesperance is an award-winning artist who works out 
of her private studio in the north western suburbs of Chicago. 
 
Even as a young child, Cindy was focused on art: “Give me anything cre-
ative; you can keep the Barbies.”  Over the years Cindy has experiment-
ed with many different art forms and mediums; often referring to them as 
“rabbit trails.”  Everything was enticing yet nothing held her attention until 
she was introduced to wax, and she immediately fell in love.  She now 
focuses on encaustic as her primary painting medium.  

She is a member of FusedChicago and serves on the board.  Her art has 
been exhibited and has earned awards in many juried shows and com-
petitions throughout the Chicagoland area and across the country.  Her 
art is displayed in private and public collections throughout the nation 
and is on view as part of the permanent collection of the Encaustic Art 
Institute in Sante Fe, New Mexico. 

Cindy loves spending time in nature, traveling, and learning about other 
cultures:  their art, traditions, and architecture.  Always aware of color, 
pattern, and texture, these experiences are an inspiration for her geo-
metric works of art which are reminiscent of nature, oriental rugs, and 
fabrics.  Although self-taught, Cindy has evolved a personal style that is 
highly sophisticated and meticulous in attention to craftsmanship.  Cur-
rently her process involves applying minute “droplets” of wax, one-by-
one, to produce a tactile pattern that invites the viewer to touch.  Some-
times this process is effortless and meditative – sometimes challenging 
and slow, but she is always fascinated by it.

Visit Cindy’s website at www.cindylesperance.com

Emerald Pools (aove)   &  Microbial Mats (below)
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Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist

Elizabeth Graehling aka Graehound works in a variety of 
media including pen and ink illustration, mixed materials, fibers, wo-
ven-bead and precious metal jewelry, photography and paper arts. She 
has shown nationally and internationally in both gallery exhibitions and 
print media. 

Her current body of work deals with issues concerning disability, identi-
ty, and the systematic organization of structures that support both.

Graehound's two-dimensional work is an attempted reconciliation of 
multiple styles, media, and emotions through personal narrative regard-
ing curious, bizarre, or disturbing subject matter that deals with disability 
and the loss of control associated with it.  Systems that break fascinate 
and frustrate the artist, allowing for creation as catharsis on a level ac-
cessible and receptive of others’ equally confused understandings of 
their bodies and the spaces they occupy without demanding or necessi-
tating their inclusion and acceptance.  She seeks to make drawings that 
embody a literal abstracted sense of self and selflessness within fluid, 
unstable atmospheres...with some intestines occasionally thrown in for 
good measure.

Visit Graehound’s website at graehound.com

Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist

J
effrey Sevener current efforts are focused toward 

capturing narrative moments in time. He uses long or short 
selections of language for inspiration. The language selec-
tions offer stories, and each piece is a snapshot which focus-
es on a character acting within those stories.

In addition to painting, Jeffrey serves as a high school teach-
er in Northern Illinois bringing literature and art to young 
minds.

Visit Jeffrey’s website at www.J7arts.com

photograph by Heidi Allen

photograph by Ross Haley

Aviary

Can't Feel The Silence 

Black Thursday

Wound
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Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist Beyond Urban Exhibition featured Artist

Kathleen Isacson
photograph by Heidi Allen

Joe Isacson
photographs by Heidi Allen

The Light is Right

Restraint

Cant Feel the Silence

Intersect
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America Land of the free part 1 Oil on canvas 38x38in by Rahmaan Statik
Cointelpro exhibition at the south side community art center
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                                (above) Electric Twizzler                                                 photograph of Randy by Karen Stringer

 (left middle) Love Needs Its Martyrs and (lower left)  Show Me Mary

Randal Stringer
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Randal Stringer is an emerging visual artist living and working in the suburbs of Chicago. He was born 
in a small town in southern Missouri before moving to Kansas City where Randal was raised. From the time Randal 
was a child he knew he wanted to become a visual artist. Randal used to watch his father sculpt and draw.  He just 
instinctively followed suit. Randal still has the career day form from first grade he believes where he declared that he 
wanted to be an artist. That form even has a picture Randal drew of a sailboat on the water. From there art always 
permeated his existence in some way. 

Eventually, Randal would return to that small town to help his grandmother after her husband had passed. What was 
supposed to be a short visit turned into years. So while Randal was there he continued his education and received a 
degree in graphic communications from Missouri Southern State University. Upon graduation Randal departed and 
moved to California where he worked in the entertainment industry as a graphic designer and structural 3d design 
engineer for the POP advertising industry. Randal still does that same kind of work today full time in addition to 
working to progress his art career.

Randal has developed a highly rendered digital painting style that combines mixing traditional and digital tech-
niques. He generally sketches it out which in turn will either become a full size painting or become the base for a 
digital rework.  Then its recreated on canvas or panel and hand worked into its final finished state. Randal explores 
themes that reflect a wide variety of subject matter, ranging from personal self-discovery to urban, socio-economical 
reflection. 

Randal’s work primarily deals with imaginative content but in recent months he has begun to incorporate more 
figures in to represent some of his ideas. On average Randal spend two (2) or three (3) hours a night in the studio 
after working at his fulltime job. 

There have been several individuals that have been significant to Randal’s art career.  Starting with his father, who 
was the first person to introduce Randal to art and let him know that people are artist with professional careers. 
Randal's father informed him that it wasn’t an easy thing to do but he should be persistent and never give up. 

Another person was Randal’s Art school Department head in college. This man influenced Randal but in a different 
way.  Randal shares “He told me to quit and told me I could never make it as an artist because I lacked any talent 
or ability. That crushed me but I didn’t give up and the final years in school were very difficult.”

Then was Tristan James Madison Hummel playing an important role that encouraged Randal and gave him con-
fidence. Randal shares “Tristan James Madison Hummel is an art force. He’s the creative director for Pop Up Art 
Loop/Chicago loop Alliance.  He was the first person to take a significant chance on me in the Chicago art communi-
ty. Some people won’t get that concept because it sounds cliché. But being an outsider trying to get a foothold it was 
a really big deal.” Randal shares that until he met Tristan he could not get accepted to exhibit in Chicago. Tristan 
introduced Randal to some of the nicest and wonderfully creative people in the Chicago art community. Tristan gave 
Randal the confidence that he was just as good as anyone. In addition, Tristan introduced Randal to public art ex-
hibitions and he has been hooked ever since.  

David Leigh (owner of Morpho gallery) was the first gallery Randal exhibited his work in Chicago. Randal empha-
sized David Leigh is a continual supporter of his work to this day.

Randal’s personal friend  Peter Steeves, who also is a visual artist, is the person who he can  bounce ideas off at 
1 am  in the morning and Peter always responds. Peter is Randal’s anti yes man art critic. Randal learned to take 
criticism for his art from Peter and how to handle it.  Randal cannot count how many paintings Peter saved Randal 
from covering over and the public from having to see. Randal says “Thank goodness for Peter.” 

Randal strongly feels the Chicago art community has been significant to his career.  Randal shares “This sounds 
cliché too but have you ever really thought about what a unique group of artists Chicago has.  All the styles, per-
sonalities and the rich culture!  I’ve met tons of these artists since I arrived here. Some are wildly successful; some 
are struggling like me to get someone to even look at their work. But every one of them has been the friendliest and 
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most helpful people I could ever meet. They’ve always offered advice and given tips. This group has helped me navigate 
and learn the ropes. And since there’s so many I’m mentioning the Chicago artists’ community in general but I owe many 
thanks to them all.’

My wife - After many years of sitting out to make a living doing mainly commercial art she encouraged me to get back to 
fine art. I had dabbled here and there but she definitely gave me the fortitude to get back at it seriously. She does it every 
day and always is the positive influence I need after I make a bad painting, get rejected from a selection or any of the other 
multitudes of things we get thrown at us as artist. She constantly believes me that I will make it happen.

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Randal states “This one’s tough because I admire and respect so many artists. I enjoy all varieties of styles. So when I write 
this it’s just the three names I pulled out of a jar- literally. First is Tom Bagshaw. This is a person who has really embraced 
modern art techniques. Its classically styled but it’s done digitally. He works in what I may call the same arena as me but 
we’re at different points on the spectrum. Tom’s work has a polish to it that I like but don’t push to hit. And I believe Tom’s 
a pioneer that’s giving digital work real credibility because he proves its more than pushing a button. Second, Banksy. I 
admire Banksy simply for the fact that he’s famous, yet he retained being anonymous. He’s the quiet guy next door. He has 
powerful simple imagery that’s quite playful and connects with you instantaneously. It’s always on topic but remains relevant 
with passing time. Plus stencil work appeals to my graphic side and I have learned to incorporate it into pieces of my work.  
In addition, Banksy has positively contributed to street art. Third, there is Takashi Murakami.  I love the work of this artist for 
several reasons. He appeals to both my fine arts and graphic nature. I am easily drawn to his use of vibrant colors which 
I have thrown into tons of my work. He works in fine arts media but is also influential in what is conventionally considered 
commercial media. He is also well known for blurring the line between high/low arts and I love that arena of style.”

Tell us about two important exhibition opportunities where you have exhibited your work and explain how that 
impacted your career.
Randal shares “Built Festival and Art on Track were my first public art exhibitions and they were put together by Tristan 
Hummel. He was creating an outdoor gallery scene made of shipping containers. I had never exhibited in an outdoor gallery 
exhibition. So when I was accepted I wasn’t aware of all the logistics and detailed planning that goes into that level of public 
event. The I learned valuable lessons such as planning, logistics, transportation and a really good contingency plan. You 
definitely had to roll with the flow and adapt very quick. The other lesson I learned was how well the Chicago art community 
networks and pulls together as a group. I’d never met any of the great people that participated but at the end they all bonded 

Zero Hour (left)              SOB (below)
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to work cohesively. I learned as an artist you can’t fly solo because you need your peers, for whatever be it ideas support or 
even a screwdriver.  Participating in that event really got my feet wet and got me hooked. This was quickly followed up by Art 
on Track. This was another great idea by Tristan to take over a CTA train and turn it into a public mobile gallery. It was amaz-
ing. Luckily I had learned quickly in the prior show and had a good idea of how to plan for this one. The key thing in the end 
is these two shows gave me a solid understanding that any show, no matter how big or small is to be prepared for what you 
know and what you don’t.”

Polychromatic Show was Randal’s first solo exhibit. Randal says “As a lesson learner it was a success but as an exhibition it 
was flawed with issues. I had learned lessons from the other exhibitions but some of the rules didn’t apply. It was a tremendous 
work and I learned the level of expectation required to be in a full gallery alone. I had never exhibited in a solo event so I did 
my homework looking at exhibitions in other galleries to see the thought process. I realized I needed to really push my limits 
and create a fully cohesive body of work. I had to plan promotional materials (reception details, press kits etc.) Luckily I have 
a wonderful group of supportive friends (also artists) who stepped in and helped me out. In the end I produced 35 paintings for 
that show and exhibited 26 due to size limitations of the space. But like the other shows it gave me a taste of all the compo-
nents that went in to getting a show ready for the public. It was more than just making paintings. This show also got me really 
hooked on the whole gallery concept. Up until then I hadn’t fully appreciated what a good gallery can do for an artist career. 
I knew why I had wanted it before but now I saw it with new eyes. They are a partnership that helps each other.  At the time I 
realized how much I would love gallery representation, what was expected and that I could produce.” 

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to 
your career? Or have has combination of both styles worked best?
Randal explains “I am currently an independent artist unrepresented by a gallery. Like most artist I would love to have that 
working relationship with the right gallery and at some point I hope I’ll find it. I know that the right galley can help an artist 
career go to the next level. That said, there are good aspects to being independent. You do have a certain freedom to create 
whatever you want. You can experiment with some ideas more and take risk. But galleries do a tremendous amount of behind 
the scenes work that I respect. I think a good balance of the two is the best scenario.”  

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years?
In collusion Randal shares “No one knows what tomorrow brings but in the next the next three years I think people can expect 
to see my work grow in scale. I have been experimenting with large format material, both traditionally and digitally and hope 
to create larger pieces. Hopefully as my work matures I can get that next level of representation to give the work a new level 
of credibility.” 

Visits Randy's website at http://www.randalstringer.com

Self
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 Lingfei Zhao   Hanzhong, China      Life in Shanbei (above)
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Lingfei Zhao was born in Hanzhong, China. He graduated from Xi’an Siyuan University with a major in Advertising 
Design in 2012, and graduated from Xi’an Academy of Fine Arts major in Art Education in 2014 where he received his Bachelor 
of Fine Arts degree.  Now Lingfei is studying for his Master of Fine Arts at Rochester Institute of Technology with a major in Fine 
Arts Studio. Lingfei has worked at Lintong Huaqing Elementary School teaching Fine arts as an internship teacher in 2014.  In 
addition, Lingfei worked at Mianxian Hongbing Advertising Company as an internship designer in 2011. He likes playing guitar, 
singing and photography.  Lingfei has been rewarded as a department top ten singer and got an Excellence award of Art Edu-
cation Department photography competition in 2013. 

When Lingfei was child he had been doing Chinese calligraphy for years; then he made some comic strips in high school. The 
first time Lingfei touched oil painting in his undergraduate school, he was attracted by it and he decided to be a painter. In 2015, 
Lingfei came to the US to continue studying art.

Chinese: 
赵凌飞，1990年出生于中国汉中市。2012年毕业于西安思源学院广告设计系，2014年毕业于西安美术学院艺术教育系，获艺术
学学士学位。现就读于Rochester Institute of Technology, 主修绘画专业。他曾于2014年在临潼华清小学作为实习教师教授
美术，于2011年在勉县红兵广告公司作为实习设计师从事平面设计。日常生活中他喜欢吉他、唱歌和摄影，他曾于2013年获得
学院十佳歌手称号和学院摄影比赛优秀奖。
他在年幼时学过几年汉字书法，在高中时创作过一些四格漫画。第一次接触油画是在他上大学以后，此后他深深被油画吸引，
并立志要成为一名画家。2015年他来到美国，在艺术专业继续深造。

Tell us how you brand yourself as a visual artist
Lingfei shares “I was inspired by the Expressionist artists Edvard Munch and Max Beckmann at the beginning of learning paint-
ing. So subconsciously my feeling for the subject will be the first thing I would like to consider when I work on my painting. I would 
say, I am a figurative artist with an interest in human emotion and the human predicament.”

Chinese:
在我初学绘画时，我被表现主义艺术家Edvard Munch和Max Beckmann的画作吸引。我个人对于对象事物的感受下意识的成为了我
在我的绘画过程中首先考虑的因素。基于当下我会说，我是一个致力于表达人的情绪和人在窘境下各种状态的人像画家。

Tell us what lead you down this road to becoming a visual artist. What are the key elements that launched your artistic 
career?

Lingfei shares “When I was in high school, I began to draw the people around me with some funny stories, the drawing I did at 
the time was like comic strips, which made whoever looked at them laugh. However, at that age, I was taught that I had to spend 
my time on my Chinese, Math, English and everything else - instead of drawing. I was confused by why I could not do what I 
liked, but I believe people who were older than me should know what is right. Years later when I attended one of my undergrad-
uate schools and majored in Advertising design, I found I was wrong, I don’t like to sit in front of a computer, I want to stand in 
front of a canvas. Then I went to Xi’an Academy of Fine arts for my BFA, and came here in the Rochester for my MFA. I am a 
kind of stubborn, I will keep going in one direction once I make a decision, and thanks to my being stubborn, I am on the path 
that I enjoy.”

Chinese: 
在我读高中的时候，我开始创作一些四格漫画，画的都是身边一些人的一些趣事，看到我的画的人都会被逗笑。但是在那个年
纪，我被告知我的语文数学英语和其他一些主课才是最重要的——而不是画画。虽然我很困惑为什么自己喜欢的是不对的，但
那时我觉得年长的人总是对的吧。几年后我上了大学就读于广告设计专业，我才发现我错了，我实在不喜欢坐在电脑面前工
作，我想要画画。后来我考去西安美术学院，并在那里拿到了我的艺术学学士学位。再后来我来到这里，为我的硕士学位和我
的艺术生涯奋斗。 我是那种很固执的人，一旦决定了一件事，一定会为之坚持下去。也感谢我的固执，让我如今可以从事自己
喜欢的事。

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works and how much time to you spend in the studio.
Lingfei says “I usually take my ideas from my dreams and my borderless imagination. When I am actually doing them on canvas, 
there would be some new thoughts that come to my mind, then I figure out which one I like most and explore them. Usually I 
spend a lot of time in my studio. Even though sometimes I have no idea about my work, I still would like to stay in my studio to 
think, at that time I would feel anxiety. However, pain is not that bad, it makes me think about my work and myself again and 
again, which pushes me forward.” 

Dream
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Chinese: 
我通常从我的梦境和想象中摄取灵感。而当我真正将这些灵感转换到画布上时，总会有一些相关的新想法浮现于脑海，那
时我会做一个取舍，选择我最喜欢的一个，然后进行推敲、发展。我每天会花非常多时间待在我的画室里。即使有时没有
想法或是苦恼于如何将画进行下去，我也愿意待在画室里去思考，那个过程让我非常焦虑，但有时焦虑和痛苦并没有那么
糟糕，它们迫使我一遍又一遍的思考我的画和我自己，带领着我向迈进。

What is the inspiration behind your work?
Lingfei’s inspiration is his nostalgia, his current life and his position in those two situations.

Chinese: 
在我的画里有我对记忆里美好事物的怀念、对当下日常生活的感受以及自己在那两种状态中所处的位置的思考。

Name three famous visual artists you admire and explain why.
Lingfei shares “Vincent Van Gogh, Edvard Munch and Philip Guston. For me, when I look at most of Vincent Van Gogh’s 
work, I would feel a burning life force, they are going up, everything is willing to be better. When I look at most of Edvard 
Munch’s, I would feel so sad, as if I am something or somebody in the painting. However, both of Vincent Van Gogh and 
Edvard Munch move me a lot, both of them are extremely beautiful. Philip Guston’s work looks simple and mysterious, but 
there are a lot of strong emotional things in his work, and I like the form, color and everything of his work.”

Chinese: 
Vincent Van Gogh, Edvard Munch 和Philip Guston. 每当我看到Vincent Van Gogh的画时，我总能体会到一种向上迸发
的灼热的生命力，而当我看Edvard Munch的画时，我会有悲伤或忧愁的强烈代入感，仿佛我就是画中的一个人物或一件事
物。Vincent Van Gogh和Edvard Munch的画会给我不一样的感受，但同时它们都美得令我感动。Philip Guston的画看起来
简单轻松，并且有一种神秘感，但画中会有许多强烈的情感表达，他的画的形式、颜色等所有的一切都非常吸引我。

Tell us about your experience in the United States as a visual artist. What do you want to convey to the American audi-
ence and understand about work as a visual artist?
Lingfei opens up to say “Personally speaking, as to my painting education, in the United States it is very open, which is a 
wonderful educational environment for people who want to learn painting. Also, there are more people who would like to 
talk about the art and interested in the art in the US. Now our art world is exploding, I am trying not to judge one art work 
before I totally understand it, and discarding “like” or “dislike”, feeling the art work without bias and preference, but with 
curiosity and objectivity.”

Chinese:
就我个人受到的艺术教育而言，艺术在美国很开放，它给学习绘画者提供了一个非常理想的教育环境。 同时，在美国有
更多的人对艺术感兴趣并且热衷于谈论关于艺术的话题。当下是一个艺术爆炸的时代，作为我来讲，在我真正理解一个艺
术作品之前我会试着不去轻易的评价它，也不会简单地用“喜欢”或者“不喜欢”去界定，我会带着好奇心和客观性去感
受艺术，而不是带着我的偏见和个人喜好。

What individuals were significant to your art career and in what roles have these individuals played in your career?
Lingfei states “They are my teachers and my classmates, thanks to everyone of them, they have given me so much 
valuable feedback which is so helpful for me.”

Chinese: 我的老师和同学们对我来说很重要，感谢他们给予我很多很有价值的反馈和评价，他们对我帮助很大。

Tell us about two important exhibition opportunities where you have exhibited your work and explain how that 
impacted your career.
Lingfei shares “The most impressive exhibition was the first time I showed my work, a couple of my drawings along with 
some other students’ work that was exhibited in a small exhibition hall of my undergraduate school. My drawings were 
some traditional portraits, they were not that good, but I still remember how excited I was at the time.  I told myself, I was 
stepping on my way to my dream.” 

"Another exhibition was the first time I showed my oil paintings in 2012, which were some of my little landscapes. At that 
time I was frustrated because suddenly I found that I was not good, my eagerness for art was not enough to make me a 
successful painter.  So I made the decision that I was going to go to graduate school after my graduation to learn more 
about art. That was one of the most important decisions I have made before, then I came here in the Rochester in 2015.  
Here is a new world for me, where it is totally different from the environment that I had lived and had been educated. 
This new world makes me feel so excited and ambitious. I believe I can explore myself and the art world further here.” 

Life in Mianxian
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Chinese: 
我最印象深刻的展览是在本科的时候第一次展出我的一些习作，它们都是些传统的肖像画，和其他同学的素描一起在一个
小展厅里展览。那时候我的素描不太好，但我依然非常激动，我告诉自己我正在朝我的梦想前进。

第一次展出我的油画是在2012年，它们是一些我的风景画。那个时候我很沮丧，因为在展览时我突然意识到的自己的作品
并不够好，只有对学习艺术的渴望不能使我成功，于是我决定在毕业后继续深造。这是我做过的最重要的决定之一，当我
在2015年来到Rochester的时候，对我来说这里简直就是一个全新的世界，一个和我的成长环境和教育背景完全不一样的
世界。这个全新的环境让我很兴奋并且踌躇满志，我相信在这里我可以更好的开发自己的潜力和更深入地在艺术领域探
索。

What can your audience look forward to in the next three years? 
Lingfei shares “I will continue exploring with my painting, hopefully have more and valuable new thinking about my work. 
Besides, I would like to try some other 2D mediums like printmaking and photography to make some storytelling, emo-
tional works.”

Chinese: 
我会继续深入的探索和发展我的绘画，并希望在创作中产生更多有价值的想法和构思。除此之外，我会尝试使用版画和摄
影等其他2D艺术形式带给大家更多有关情绪和富有故事性的作品。

Visit Linfei's social sites at Facebook: Lingfei Zhao    Instagram: Zhaolingfeii    Weibo: 是个学猹

Triangle

Twilight
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THE GREAT MIGRATION,
BLUES & JAZZ MUSICAL TRIBUTE

DUSABLE MUSEUM OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY
 740 E 56th Place
 Chicago, Illinois

Saturday, July 23, 2016
 7:00 – 11:00 p.m.   

$40.00 ($50.00 at the door)

for information email kaymccrimon@yahoo.com

 
FEATURED PERFORMING ARTISTS

JAZZ ARTIST: T.L. WILLIAMS 
(trumpet/voice)

http://whoistlwilliams.com/bio/
Most popular for his song - Gettin' Mo Money Than You

BLUES ARTIST: SUGAR BLUE
 (harmonica/voice)

http://www.sugar-blue.com/bio.html                                                                                                                     
He is probably best known for playing on 

the Rolling Stones' single, "Miss You".

SUGAR BLUE HARP

T.L. WILLIAMS
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DON'T MISS 
this dynamic dual

 Luis Martin (New York City) & 
Sergio Gomez (Chicago)

PARALLEL LIVES 

at 

PARENTHESIS ART SPACE
(NEW YORK CITY)

SAVE THE DATE 
OPENING

Friday, June 4th

curated by 
 SERGIO GOMEZ 

more details at 
http://www.33contemporary.com

http://www.brooklynbrushstudios
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PHANTOM GALLERY CHICAGO NETWORK

 FACES NOT FORGOTTEN- CHICAGO
 
The Phantom Gallery Chicago Network has partnered with Faces Not Forgotten Saint Louis, to present the Faces Not Forgotten – Chicago. 
The Faces project was started by artist, Christine Ilewski-Huelsmann. She began painting portraits of children who have died from victims 
of gun violence in memory of Lorenzo Rosebaugh. It is her hope that by putting a face to these victims, we can raise awareness about gun 
violence in the USA.
 
Posting pictures is a powerful way to promote engagement, as pictures tend to garner more views, likes, shares, and comments than text 
alone. Join us as we present forty-one Chicago artists who responded to the call for artists, to join our social justice movement by painting 
portraits of Chicago youth who have lost their lives as victims of gun violence.
 
FEATURED ARTISTS:
Christine Ilewski , Alpha Bruton, Sarah Kaiser-Amaral, Leidy Baldwin, Nicole Laport, Melissa Allen , Tina Hepworth, Sarah j Mueller , Zachary 
Williams, Cbabi Bayoc , Raymond A. Thomas, Lauren Pilot, Sean Culver ,Sandra Bacon, Nayda Aurora Cuevas , Rob Hogan, Derrell Mon-
egain , Niaz Kausar  , Alexa Lebron , Shazia Ilyas , April Dill , Sophie de la Mar, Joyce Lindsey , Alan Emerson Hicks , Rahmaan Statik , Rory 
T. Morgan , Jeanne Fields, Anne Farley-Gaines, Melisa Halka, Laura Cerf Dahl, Lucy Li, Rylan Thompson, Roger J. Carter, B RA-EL ALI, 
Rory T. Morgan, Cesar Conde, Ophelia Adams, Jeanine Hill-Soldner, Kathryn Gauthier, George Larson, Diane Ponder,
 
SOCIAL JUSTICE ARTISTS:
B RA-EL ALI, Cesar Conde, Everett C. Williams, Fran Joy (Evanston), Najee Dorsey (Columbus, GA), Nicholas Conlon, Ti- Rock Moore 
(New Orleans)

GENESIS ART GALLERY
Closing- De-installation Monday April 25, 2016

Exhibit Dates: April 11th - April 24th
Host: Missy Perkins, Director of Curating/ Event Coordinator

Location: Genesis Art Supply
2525 N Elston Ave
Chicago IL 60647

414-379-7475
Missy@artsupply.com

BLOOMINGDALE ART GALLERY
Opening Reception, Friday, May, 20th, 6-8pm

Exhibition Dates May 16th – June 11th
Host:    Laura Weathered, Executive Director

Location: ACME ART BUILDING
2418 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago IL

Near North West Arts Council
Office 773.278.7677

nnwac.chicago@gmail.com
www.bloomingdalearts.com and www.nnwac.org

 
PHANTOM GALLERY CHICAGO NETWORK

Friday, June 17th, 5-9pm Bronzeville Art District Trolley Tour (Public)
Exhibition June 13th – June 30th

Host:    Alpha Bruton, Chief Curator
Location: Bronzeville Artist Lofts

440 E. 47th Street, Second Floor, Chicago IL  60653
773-681-6570

phantomgallerychicago@gmail.com
www.phantomgallery.blogspot.com
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CALLS FOR ARTISTS

3RD ANNUAL INTERSECT EXHIBITION -
DEADLINE MAY 31
All mediums accepted. Open theme. Exhibition curated by the Intersect Collective.
Old Court House Arts Center, Woodstock, IL (on historic Woodstock Square)Exhibi-
tion runs July 7-30 | Opening night: Sat, July 9   

5TH ANNUAL CREEK GALLERY - DEADLINE JULY 18 (INTERNATIONAL 
DEADLINE JUNE 12)
All mediums accepted. Open theme. No Jury fee. Curated by J + K Isacson
60 local and international artists exhibit in a modern church, Willow Crystal Lake.Ex-
hibition runs Aug 19 - Sept 11 | Opening night: Friday, Aug 19 

AFFAIR OF THE ARTS NOVEMBER SHOW - DEADLINE AUG 1  
(EARLY DEADLINE MAY 31)
All mediums accepted for fine art and artisan booths. Directors, J + K Isacson
 Indoor Fine Art Fair in The Shores of Turtle Creek, a scenic lodge NW of Chicago. 
Shoppers will join us for our 9th year, Sunday, November 20. 
  

DANGEROUS LULLABIES II - DEADLINE AUG 22  
(EARLY DEADLINE JUNE 27)
All mediums accepted. Disturbing/eerie theme. Exhibition curated by J + K Isacson-
National Exhibition held in the historic Dole Mansion, Crystal Lake, IL   Exhibition runs 
through October | Opening night: Fri, Oct 7  

SUBMIT at xculturearts.com
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In memory of Prince by Rahmaan Statik
spray paint on brick wall 12 x16 ft; 

80th south stony island; south side Chicago, Illinois

Watch the video of LeeAnn Trotter report on Rahmaan tribune to Prince on 5 NBC Chicago


